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United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Murray B&PW Club Holds 44th
Birthday Party On Friday Evening

Burley Sale
Underway In
Burley Belt

Murray Ky Monday Afternoon, November 22, 1971

Golden Wedding Anniversary

10. Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 275

Government's Economic
Control Machine Comes
Under Strong Attack

The Murray Business and may obtain mercy, and find
Professional Women's Club held grace to help in time of need".
its 44th birthday party at the
Two new members„ Mrs. Jean
Murray Woman's Club House on Hurt and Mrs. Faye Stephens,
Friday, November 19, at seven were vrted into the club.
p.m.
In charge of the program were
Mrs. Ruphas Wainscott, retired Mrs. Laura Jennings, chairman, LEXINGTON, KY. (UPI)—
teacher, was the anniversary Miss Frances Whitnell, Mrs. Auction sales for the 1971 crop of
speaker in the absence of the Vernon Butter% orth, and Mrs. burley tobacco got underway
today across the eight-state
sceduled speaker, Miss Betty Odelle Vance.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The per cent per year The official
Hinz, first vice-president of the
Clubs represented at the burley belt.
On anotherfront, the controvgovernment's economic control pay increase yardstick
Kentucky Federation, who was meeting were Fulton-South Pre-christmas auctions conis 5.5
machinery, under attack for per cent —a figure exceeded ersy continued over President
unable to attend. Mrs. Wainscott Fulton, Mrs. Jetta Spetght, tinue through Dec. 16, and the
Nixon's speech at the AFL-CIO
endorsing a 15 per cent pay almost three times
gave a most interesting and in- president; Hopkinsville, Mrs. reopening date after the holiday
by the coal convention in Miami
Beach,
hike for the nation's soft coal miners wage settlemen
spiring talk on the lives of
Mary Fletcher, president; has been scheduled for Jan. 3.
t.
Fla. Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey,
The
miners,
federal-st
today
ate
market
faced
news
the
other
several Bible characters and Marshall County, Mrs Martha
George H. Boldt, chairman of D-Minn., the
man Nixon defeatside of the coin —a request for the pay panel,
drew parallels of their lives to the Lents, president; Princeton, Mrs. service reports that sales during
came under ed for the presiden
cy three
a
the
jump
first
few
in
the
days
price of coal.
are expected to
lives of women in the business Ella G. Moore, president;
attack for the board's decision years
ago, said Nixon went to
While
be
lighter
it
in
was
volume
the
Pay
than
usual
Board
world.
in
Paducah, Mrs. Edna Earl
the miners wage case. Sen. the labor
meeting "witlt a set
which okayed the pay increase, William Proxmire
The invocation was given by Rucker, president; Mayfield, due to dry weather conditions
, D-Wis., said
the
which
price
have
question
delayed stripping in
was up to the the wage agreement "puts the script to provoke confrontaMrs. Myrtle Wall, only active Mrs. Mary Kate Apperson,
tion."
most sections of the belt
Price Commission at its meet- whole stabilization
charter member of the Murray president.
set up in the
The cool reception Nixon
ing
The
today.
total
There
burley
were
unconcrop
is
Club.
gravest possible jeopardy" be- received
Other honored guests were
drew criticism of the
firmed
estimated
reports
at
the Bituminous cause of the precedent it set.
some 545 million
As the guests arrived they were Miss Rubye Wheatley, past state
labor fedeiation and its leader,
Coal Operators Association was
greeted by Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, president; Miss Anna Lou pounds, with Kentucky producing
Boldt, in an appearance George
Naany. But Humphrey,
after an 8.5 per cent price hike. Saturday before
president. Miss Doris Rowland Caldwell, assistant director of nearly 70 per cent of the total.
a 1-louse-Senate in a wire to
Meany Sunday
The
The
governmen
Federal
t's official Economic Corrirr_....ee, denied
Government's
presided at the punch bowl and District I; Mayor Larry Dating
night, said Nixon went to the
price increase guideline is 2,8 Prosdnire's allegatidn
Mrs Vernon Nance entertained and Mrs. Osting of Princeton; average support price for burley
, although meeting "not to
correct inequihe said the wage increase
at the "1i°. Arts and crafts Miss Jimmye Stephenson, Hoyt this year is 71's cents a pound,
ties but to accentuate differencompared
with
68.o cents for last
probably was excessive. He
brought by the different clubs Roberts, and Tom Turner
ces; not to explain to the
year burley crop.
also defended the board's ban
were on display about the room.
convention and the American
against retroactive payment of
It is traditional at the birthday
Mr. and Mrs. Euphrey Cohoon
Kentucky Burley
prices
people his economic program
wage increases which fell due but
meeting for the current
zoomed, but volume was light in
rather to demand obedience
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Euphrey
during
the
Cohoon.
90-day
president to name a candle to
freeze,
saying
most areas of the state early
Murray. Kelli Ann James of
to executive edict."
of
Murray
Route
Six
anything less would be inequitawill 2 Hazel Park, Mich., is a greati
represent her year as leader, and
today, as the auctioning of the
Given
honored with an open house I:
ble and unfair.
• granddaughter.
Mrs. Roberts named her 1971-72 Three Honda mini-bike
s stolen 1971 crop got underway.
candle, "Mercy". In 1970-71 she in Marshall County
At Louisville's new burley celebration of their fiftieth
The Western Dark Fired
were
wedding anruversary on Sunday, ii.
named her cancile, "grace". Mrs. recovered Saturday
Tobacco Growers Association
night by warehouse, W.S. Druen,an office November
ber 28, at the home of their
Roberts said "grace and mercy" Calloway Sheriff Clyde
employe,
said,"the
announced today the loan rates
highest
Steele
daughter, Mrs. Will Ed Stokes,
go together and in naming her and Marshall Sheriff
for both fire-cured and dark airSam Myers. basket I saw go through brought 1612 Keeneland Dri%'e
•
Frankfort, Ky. (UPI )—
candle quoted Hebrews 4:16:
cured tobaccos.
The bikes were found north of 80 cents a pound. But there's been
All friends and relatives are
Kentucky
Utlities Company has
-Let us therefore come boldly Penny and have been turned
a
of
lot
79s,
and
quite
Grade
few
a
78
loan
rates for Kentucky
over
invited to call between the hours
filed with the Public Service
unto the throne of grace, that we to Marshall County authoritie cents prices paid."
fire-cured, Type 23, are based on
s.
Commission for an increase in its
"It looks like it's selling good," of two and five p.m. The children
.
an average loan level of 48.5 cents
of Mr. and Mrs.
rates of about six cents per day
Cohoon are
Druen added.
per pound or a* increase of 11.90
for an average residential
He was echoed by a spokesman hosts and hostesses for the ocper one hundred pounds over last
By ARTHUR HIGBEE
at the Lucas-Hussey warehouse, casion
year. The grade loan rates range Two persons were taken by a customer.
Mr. and Mrs. Cohoon were SAIGON (UPI )—Field reports from
KU serves about 264,000
who said, "Everyone is all smiles
30 cents to 69 cents per Max Churchill ambulance to the
Murray -Calloway County customers in 78 counties is
here." She said early prices were married on November 19, 1921, at id that six battalions of South pound.
and
reguiar savings accountc. but for -just wonderful, with a too Paris,Tenn., with Rupert Cohoon Vietnamese airborne troops
Grade loan rates for dark air- Hospital this morning after being central, Southeastern
FRANKFORI, KV. - With the niami.
tb,,, ease with w
basket bruqpng 80 cents a pound and Mrs Ruble Parker Cohoon as rossed into Cambodia today cured. Type 35, tobacco are based injured in a two car collision Western Kentucky.
3 buYing
"
awe 11/134MY regular savings can he raided Is
theuattendants. Mr. Coto'onis and thousands more massed On an average
the Pleesed- Ereerer.
approaching, the director of the
of 43.1 cents per about 8 30 a.m. in front of the Gus W.A. Duncan, KU President,
U e border for • new Isoued, an increase
great a temptation
And in the same lot here were a retired farmer and beew W.
of 111.70 peri Robertson.fir.,leses Iiiigtaway said the increase was necessary
state consumer protection
and
Mrs. Cohooe attend the Elm invasion aimed at ending a one
hundred pounds over Last 94 West, Lynn Grove Road.
agency has urged Kentucky Also, saving with a specific five baskets which went for 79 Grove Baptist Church
to
meet increasing costs.
where they Communist threat against the year. Dark air-cured
loan rates They were Otto Parks of Duncan said the proposed rate
shoppers to exercise caution in goal in mind can be the added cents and a number of 78s.
are
members.
Cambodia
n capital.
boost some need to complete a
At Carrollton, Gex Duiguid, corange from 30 cents to 60 cents Murray Route Seven who suf- would be slightly below
holiday shopping.
KU'S 1961
battalions—about per pound.
owner of the Brite-Lite tobacco Their children are Joe Nelson The six
fered chest injuries and rates.
The official, Robert L. Caurrn savings plan.
Ku made a series of rata
Cohoon,
1702
Magnolia
4,000
men—mov
Drive,
ed
into
Cambo"Shopper
s should be made warehouse No. 1 said, -we had a
Holmes
Ellis,
General abrasions, and Mrs. Martha reductions from 1962 to 1967.
miser, said, "Excessive holiday
Murray; Otis Dale Cohoon of dia to reinforce South VietnaManager of the Association said Clark of Sedalia Route One who
spending easily can lead to aware of exclusion rules," 79-cent high for a basket by 10 Paducah;
Mrs. Ralph (Thelma) mese troops who have been that an
active market is expected sustained a laceration of the
serious financial strain for- Caurnmisar added, "and must a.m. (EST).
ere-season predictions were James of Hazel Park, Mich.; operating in the neighboring and that total use of fired tobacco forehead. Both were admitted to
months later. It has even been know the terms for getting the
for a record high average of 77 Mrs. Lamon (Sue) Lovett, country' since the allied inva- exceeded production again the the hospital, according to
known to force families into bonus or interest rates."
Dudley Drive, Murray; and Mrs. sion of May, 1970, the reports
But
the
hospital officials.
year-long
savings
cents a pound.
past year.
personal bankruptcy."
plans
are
scant comfort for those
Duiguid noted that volume was Will Ed (Jane) Stokes, 1612 said.
The crop in the Western Kentucky State Trooper J.C.
Giving tips on how to greet the
Keeneland Drive, Murray.
Despite the initial border District is estimated
The Murray Middle School
new year without facing the cold who come into November with no light at Carrollton and predicted,
around Barnett was at the scene of the
Their nine grandchildren are crossings today, military sour- 8,000,000; pounds
savings
at
all.
"The
whole
market
for dark fired collision.
here
Parent-Teacher Association will
stare of financial debt, he pointed
Joe Max Cohoon of California, ces indicated that the big push tobacco.
The 1970 crop was Sunday Lillian Hughes of have its "Back to School Night"
out several ways some Christmas Those individuals might still (Carrollton) will sell out
Phil and Ralphie James of Hazel has yet to start. They indicated
Murray Route Six was treated for on Tuesday, November 23. at
6,500,000 pounds.
shoppers have learned to avoid try to pay for Christmas by Tuesday."
setting aside large portions of
Several Louisville warehouse Park, Mich., Randy James, that D-day will be Wednesday, Growers will offer their an injury of the ribs at the seven p.m.
exorbitant debts.
Perhaps the wisest way to stay their income for the next two floors also were only half full serving with the U.S. Navy in the current strength of the tobacco in the usual manner and emergency room of the local
Parents and interested persons
solvent at this time of the year is months to avoid finance charges. largely because of the dry spell Georgia, Bonnie Cahoon, Barry Republic of Vietnam ARVN) price supports will be available to hospital. She was reported in- will assemble
in the school
to establish a year-long savings Caummisar offered several which delayed preparation of the Stokes, Terri Stokes, Gena in the adjacent area of cooperating growers through the jured in an automobile accident. auditoriu
m for a short business
Cambodia
where
guerrilla
hints
for
sancthose
Lovett,
Laurie
and
Lovett,
Treated
who
all
cannot pay for leaf for market.
of
Friday at the local
Association using the services
prograin, either in a Christmas
session The first chapter of the
tuaries are located already and facilities of auction
McNutt of Middle School
Club account or regular savings their Christmas by saving over
ware- hospital was Nuel
PTA will be
stands at close to a 13,000-man house. Marketing cards must
the long or short term.
526
South
Street.
7th
He
suffered
account, he said.
be
presented
division.
"Credit
costs
in
an
injury
many inof the neck in an
presented to the auction wareChristmas Club accounts
Rev Jerrell White will give the
ARVN Lt. Gen. Nguyen Van house where tobacco is
generally pay less interest than stances may average 18 per cent
sold in automobile accident.
devotion. The flag of the United
as an annual rate," he said.
Minh, commander of Military order to receive prompt
setStates will be presented and
"Some thought might be given to
Region III who is directing the tlements.
THREE CrIED
allegianceApiven by Junior Girl
new buildup, spent the day at The market opening
enough cash from one
date for Three persons were cited by Scout Troop No 65
source which can be paid back at By United Press International western New York State
his rear area headquarters at Type 35, dark air-cured tobacco,
the Murray Police Department
Polar
air
swept
through
Power
the
lines
were
downed in Bien Boa, 18 miles northeast of
a lower rate.
will be on Thursday, December on Saturday and Sunday. They
The persons will visit the
today, northeast Ohio Sunday by Saigon. Minh was expected to
"In no event should payment be country's midsection
9th in Mayfield, Kentucky, and were two for disregarding stop classrooms and refreshments
extended longer than one year," spreading a blanket of snow strong winds off Lake Erie arrive at his forward headquar- Friday, December
10th on the signs and one for no operator's will be served at the close of the
he said. "If Christmas 1971 is not over the Northwest and plung- accompanied by snow flurries. ters at Tay Ninh, 50 miles
meeting.
Murray Market,
license.
ing temperatures to the near Most of the downed lines were
Mrs. Dean Roper of Mayfield paid for by Christmas
northwest of Saigon and 27
1972, an freezing
mark in parts of the repaired Sunday night.
was the guest speaker at the ever increasing downward
miles south of the Cambodian
spiral South.
meeting of the Hazel Woman's will result,"
With the exception of Florida, border, on Tuesday.
Snow
accumula
Club held Thursday, November
ted
upwards freeze warnings were posted
Another measure of credit
Continued on Page le
of 4 to 6 finches along the during the night
18, at seven.p.m, in the Hazel City capacity is based on
for the
one-third of western
shore of Lake Michigan Southeast.
Hall.
a family's annual "discretionary
and from northeast Ohio to
The extension agent, in- income." That figure is
At least two inches of snow
arrived
troduced by Mrs. Barletta at by subtracting the
fell at Syracuse, N.Y., and
amount
Wrather, Calloway Agent in paid for food,shelter and
Jeffrey N.H., Sunday and one
clothing
Home Economics, presented the each year from annual take
inch fell at Marquette, Mich.,
home
program on "Gifts From the pay, and then taking
Youngstown, Ohio and Pittsone-third of
Scrap Bag". She showed several the remainder as a debt limit.
burgh, Pa.
items and ideas for holiday gifts.
In the West today, mild
— —
The Calloway Rescue Squad
Mrs. Kent Simpson gave the
weather was generally the rule. Word has been received of the
answered a call last night at 6:30
devotion. It was announced that
Shower activity dotted the death of Gary Rowland, eighteen
to the home of Ed Smith and,
Mrs Gerald Ray, president of the
southern plains, spreading in- year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
daughter, Teresa, located land
Hazel Club, had been named first
across
the
Pacific Jimmy Rowland of 220 Girard,
district chairman for Jewel U.S. Army, Germany (ANTN- -southeast of New Concord.
Royal Oak, Mich.
Northwest.
Fire at the home was around
Manor home in Louisville.
Fair and plesant weather Young Rowland was the
C) Nov. 6—Army Private First
the water pump located on a back
Hostesses were Mrs. Ed Class Jackie L. Bray, 20, son of
prevailed in sections of Texas grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Rowland of Murray and Mr. and
Russell and Mrs. Kent Simpson Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Bray Jr., porch of the house owned by and Florida.
Clyde Spiceland The fire was
who served refreshments to the Hazel., recently was graduated
Temperatures f,arly today Mrs. Arius Byers of Hazel. He
confined
to one wall in the area ranged from
eight members and two guests. from the V Corps Support
2 below 7ero at was killed Saturday night in an
around the water pump.
I'lans were made for the Command Drivers School in
Hibbing, Minn., to
at Key automobile accident.
Smith praised the efforts of the West,
The youth is survived by his
Christmas party to be held Germany.
Fla.
Rescue Squad who arrived at the
parents, grandparents, two
Thursday, December 16, at 6:30 His course of instruction began
scene only fifteen minutes after
brothers, Jimmy Dale Rowland
p in. at
the Colonial House with 80 hours of classroom study.
TAPE PLAYER STOLEN
being called concerning the fire.
and Mark Rowland,both of Royal
Smorgasbord.
During this time, he learned all Smith
said the entire house would William Hollinger of 1106 Main Oak, Mich. Several uncles and
phases of European driving,
have been destroyed if the Street, Murray, reported the aunts including Bobby Byers and
German traffic latis, and the
Rescue Squad had not arrived at theft of a Motorola eight track Walter Byers of Hazel and Miss
operation and proper mainthe scene to extinguish the tape player out of his locked car Doris Rowland Murray also
tenance of his vehicle.
flames
while parked at the Capri-Cheri survive.
He then underwent practical
Theatre parking lot, according to
HEART CLINIC—Dr hareem Minhag, professor of Cardiology of the University of Louisville
Funeral services will be held
driving experience, which conTHEFT REPORTED
the report made to the Murray Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the School of Medicine, 1,0lik‘Ilk Ic uhowo examining Gidgett
Sunny and cool today Fair sisted of riding 500 miles with a
Crouch, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
George Hodge of 1616 Ryan Police Department
at 9:11 p.m. Price Funeral Horne, Troy Mich. Crouch of Murray, Fritts% at the heart clinic held at the First Presbyterian Church, Mayfield.
and -not so cold tonight. In- senior driver and driving 1000 said his
Mrs.
Moose Lodge robe and Saturday. Hollinger told police Burial will
be in a cemetery Crouch looks on at the top Working with Dr Minhas were Drs. Singh, Mir, Chadhar, and Ly. Gidgett,
creasing cloudiness and a little miles accompanied by a senior cap were
stolen out of the closet that no tapes were stolen, and there
who
was born with heart disease, is followed carefully at six-month intervals. At lie present
warmer tomorrow. High today driver.
with the
at his home, according to the that the car showed no signs of
The Rowland and Byers close observation, she does not require open-heart surgery, according to Dr. Minhas.
about 48. Low tonight about 35. Pfc. Bray is a mechanic with report
Patients seen
made to the
breaking or forcing entry except families from Murray and Hazel at the clink are referred h‘, their personal doctors.
Murray
Among those visiting the clinic are those
Winds light and variable No the 51st Transportation Company Police Departme
nt at 12 45 p.m. the jammed key lock on the are In Royal Oak to attend the scheduled for heart'urger", and those who
have had heart surgery.
precipitation indicated
near Mannheim, Germany
Sunday.
driver's side of the car.
funeral and burial services
(Mayfield Messenger photo)

Lo. Refs For
Tobacco Are
Today

Three Mini-bikes
Are Recovered Here

Cross Over
To Cambodia

Christmas Buying Can Lead To
Debt Consumer Official Warns

Two Persons
Injured In
Wreck Today

KU Asks For Hike
In Electricity Rate

r t°

Middle School PTA
Meets On Tuesday

Mrs. Dean Roper Is lborrowing
Speaker At Meeting
Hazel Woman's Club

Polar Air Sweeps Through The
Mid-section Of Nation Today

Rescue Squad
Called To Fire

Jackie L. Bray Ends
Drivers Course

The Weather

18 Year Old
Boy Is Killed
In Accident
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Kentucky's 49th Inaugural, the
day when Frankfort plays host to
the entire state and the day that
Kentucky gets a new governor,
will be Tuesday, December 7, and
plans are underway for the
participation of each of Kentucky's 120 counties.
Constitutionally, Inauguration
Day is simply defined as the time
when the newly-elected governor
and the new lieutenant governor
are sworn in. But in Frankfort
the swearing-in ceremony is just
a small part of the occasion. It is
a festive day which starts early
with a mammoth parade and
ends late that night or early the
next morning when the last of the
revelers straggle home from the
Inaugural Ball
Traditionally, the Franklin
County campaign chairman for
the winning gubernatorial
candidate is chairman of the
event. This year there were cochairmen in Franklin County for
Wendell Ford so both play a
major role in inaugural planning.
Chairman of the inaugural is
Sam Horn, a Frankfort druggist,

MONDAY—NOVEMBER 22, 1971

Ten Years Ago Today
a TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. James Carter, age 46, on November
20, Mrs. Annie Hill, age 69, on November 21, and Charlie Brooks
Lee of Cleveland, Ohio, on November 19.
Capt. William C. Hampton of Hazel, son of Mr. and Mrs. M. M.
Hampton, was awarded the Senior Army Aviator Badge at Taipei,
Taiwan, after completing seven years as a rated army aviator
with more than 1,500 flying hours.
James L. Johnson, executive secretary of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce, has been appointed to the State Association Liaison
Committee of the America Chamber of Commerce executives.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dick are the parents of twin girls born
November 21 at the Murray Hospital. This makes the 7th set of
twins born at the hospital this year.

No-Fault Idea
May Be Used
On Products

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Pictured yesterday were the winners in the 4-H and FFA Show
held here. They are Jackie Geurin, Craig Morris, Pam Mahan,
Dan Hale, Graves Morris, and Leroy Todd.
Mrs. Glindel Reaves will be playing selections on the marimba
at the alumni banquet at Cuba High School on November 23.
Birhts reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Gravette,a boy to Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Bryan, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Burkeen
"Took the kids out to J. I. Grogan's near Almo yesterday to
see his flock of turkeys",from the column,"Seen & Heard Around
Murray".
An essay entitled "For What We Give Thanks", written by
Hazel Parker on November 21, 1941, was reprinted yesterday in
the Ledger & Times. It first was published in Good Housekeeping
magazine.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
I will also leave in the midst of thee, an afflicted and poor
people, and they shall trust in the name of the Lord.—Zephaniah
3:12
The afflicted minority—with God—has often been used as the
first century church to "turn a world upside down." The majority
not always right.

Isn tt It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The youth movement cries that it is the young
)peoRle who will save America. I question that idea.
It is the older people who will save our country, those
*ho are tough enough and smart enough to have
Survived the Great Depression and invented the five4ay week, the closed shop, no down payment, the 9
Isercent mortage, 5 percent savings, credit cards;
Ischools run by students and the 18-year-old vote.
..Don't sell America short."
—Junius S. Morgan

.[Finance
Company
:.Robbed
•
, FULTON, Ky., Nov. 19 — Fulton and state police are continuing a search for a lone gunman
who robbed the Friendly Finance Co. here of approximately
3200 today.
Fulton Chief of PoRce Richard
Myatt said authorities are seeking a white male, 20-25, six foot,
•Nrith long brown hair, who
walked into the finance office at
..12:50 p.m., pulled a small autowiatic pistol and demanded
money.
Office manager Mrs Dorothy
Lowry and assistant manager
Larry Wagner told police the
_robber was soft-spoken and was
.dressed in blue jeans and a
medium blue or green jacket.
The gunman left the finance
office on foot. walked up Fulton's Walnut Street and disappeared from sight around a
corner, authorities reported
A Friendly Finance Co. office
'In Murray was the target of a
similar armed robbery Oct. 211.
The holdup at the Murray office netted approximately $2,500.
3 SEAMEN DIE
HIROSHIMA, Japan (UPI -Fire broke out in the Norwegian freighter Brynje Wednesday nignt. :tree seamen
burned to death and three
others were injured.
The Norwegian consulate said
the fire broke out as the ship,
loaded with wheat, was sailing
in the inland sea en route from
Fukuoka to Itroshuna.

Heart attacks
up for women
SAN FRANCISCO f
Women arc beginning to be
as vulnerable to heart attacks as men, according to
a Denver cardiologist.
Dr John T Kimball told
the annual meeting of the
California Academy of General Practice recently that
women in the past were
always presumed to he protected from heart attacks
during their pre-menopausic years.
"I hate to equate wornen's lib with this," Kimball
said. "but it would appear
that women, competing in a
man's world, are showing
an earlier incidence of vascular problems.
"They're eating more.)and
smoking more at the same
time
they're
increasing
Stress situations, and more
and more women under 40
are having strokes and
heart attacks."

Mayfield Burley
Soles To Open
On Nov.23
MAYFIELD, Ky. Nov. 19 —
The Mayfield 1971-72 burley tobacco market will open on Tuesday, Nov. 23.
The market last year sold
1,111,070 lbs. for an average of
$7097 per hundred pounds. Tobacconists in Mayfield say the
volume will be up here this
year and predicted prices will be
up from $3 to $5 per hundred
pounds.

Widows Of
Veterans
Eligible

By LEROY POPE
UPI Business Writer
NEW YORK (UPI) —The
partial no-fault principle now
being
used in
automobile
insurance is likely to be applied
in years to come to product
EXECUTIVE VICE PILISIDENT
liability and professional malpractice, according to Stuart D.
Southern States Industrial Council
Widows of veterans who Menist of Fireman's Fund
remarried and were widowed a American Insurance Companies
SURRENDER OF PANAMA CANAL?
second time are eligible to have of San Francisco.
And. says Menist, executive
their VA widows' pension or
Current negotiations concerning the future of the Panama compensation
payments vice president of Firemen's,
Canal could lead to another setback for the cause of fiesnJom in restored, but the Veterans Ad- that prospect is just one of the
this hemisphere.
ministration reports that there things that is making the risk
Public attention has been focused on the Nixon administration's has been no great rush of ap- manager one of the most
new Asian policy, which has resulted in expulsion of the free plications.
important executives in the
aider T.] corporation
Chinese from the U.N and American appeasement of Red China.
Pensions, VA explained, are
But the U. S. is in danger of surrendering strategic advantage
Time was when a company
much closer to home. In Washington, many observers believe the paid to needy widows of veterans could plan any enterprise or
who
the
of
causes
not related to policy it pleased and then uo
Nixon administration is prepared to turn over much of the
military service. he amount of out and shop around for
Panama Canal Zone to the Panamanians.
No need exists for such action. The United States purchased the the monthly payment varies with insurance protection to fit it.
Canal Zone and dug the canal. It has been generous, perhaps the income of the widow and her That's not true any more, says
excessively generous, with Panama. The U.S. has a right to the number of dependents.
Menist. The risk manager, the
Compensation,known officially company's top insurance exCanal Zone in perpetuity.
Control of the Canal Zone is one of the few strategic and political as dependency and indemnity pert, has to be in on the
advantages the U.S. possesses in Latin America after a decade of compensation or DIC, is paid to decision making team right
retreat from a position of unquestioned power in this hemisphere. widows of veterans who were from the start nowadays, he
Indeed the Panama Canal is essential for interfleet mobility for killed in service or who died of says.
service connected causes.
major U. S. naval vessels. Effective operation of the canal
A company today can't take
If a widow drawing either the simplest step without
wouldn't be feasible if an unstable, left-oriented Panamanian
government controlled the Canal Zone. Panama, unfortunately, pension or DIC should remarry, considering the insurance implithe VA payments are discon- cations and it can't depend
is a notoriously unstable country.
Sen. Strom Thurmond(R-SC) recently pinpointed the strategic tinued. Under a law enacted in entirely
on the
insurance
importance of the Panama Canal, saying: "As an artery of August 1970 (Public Law 91-3761, companies and insurance bromarine transportation, the Panama Canal enterprise became, the payments can be restored if kers to solve its problelms. If
and still is, a part of the coastline belonging to the United States. the subsequent marriage is It's a good-sized company, it
As such its exclusive control by the United States is necessary for dissolved by divorce or death.
must have a skilled risk
national defense just as the control of the Chesapeake Bay or New
VA officials explained that manager to work with the
York Harbor is necessary for national defense." -there are no statistics on widows insurance companies and the
The senator added: "It is discouraging to report that restored to pension and com- brokers as well as with
negotiations are once again underway with Panama,even though pensation rolls because the rolls management to minimize risks,
the present government is a revolutionary regime with pittle change constantly, and a count is many of them new, that could
prospect of stability and with no procedures for ratifying a new kept only by the number of damage or destroy the busitreaty.,'
"cases." But, the growth rate in ness.
It is shocking that U. S. officials would contemplate giving away the pension and DIC rolls is less
According to the Insurance
a U. S. strategic advantage and throw away the vast sums than estimated when the law was Information Institute, Menist
American taxpayers have invested in the Canal Zone. Transfer enacted, it was pointed out.
has good reasons for saying the
of the Zone to Panama would deprive the United States of
risk manager has evolved
significant military and economic protection. It is doubtful that
recently into one of the most
The Almanac
the U.S. could use the canal in a time of international crisis if an
important corporate officers.
antagonistic regime were in charge in the Canal Zone. Indeed
One is the growth of crime
By United Press International
whoever controls the Canal Zone is in a position to exert leverage
Today is Monday, Nov. 22, and its terrific impact on
on all countries using the canal, especially the South American the 326th day of 1971
business. "Cargo thefts alone
countries whose goods must transit the canal to reach U.S. and
The moon is between its new cost business $8 billion to $10
European markets. Panama is not a suitable country to exercise phase and first quarter.
billion a year according to
this leverage. The world already has had bitter experience with
The morning star is Saturn. testimony in the Senate" he
another unstable country—Egypt—controlling a key waterway
The evening stars are Mercu- said.
Today, the Panama Canal Zone is an island of freedom in a ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
"Add in embezzlement, exeregion ridden with demagogic or totalitarian regimes. Central
Those born on this day are cutive pilferage, shoplifting and
America, in particular, has a long history of petty dictatorships under the sign of Sagittarius.
burglary and the bill is
and violence. In World War II the free world narrowly avoided
French President Charles de staggering." Buying insurance
Axis political domination in Panama.
Gaulle was born Nov. 22, 1890. to cover all these risks is not
An American resident of the Canal Zone recently protested in a
easy and unless management
On this day in history:
letter to The New York Times any sell-out of the U. S. control of
In 1852 the 2nd French plans carefully to reduce the
the Zone, noting "the rule of terror under which the people of Empire gained recognition perils, the premiums also will
Panama exist." The author of the letter asked: "Is this the king when more than seven million be staggering, Menist said.
of life we are expected to live in the Canal Zone? Are we
rsons voted to back the
Next, quality control in
Americans, who have fought for freedom since the birth of our regime of Emperor Napoleon products and services is becomcountry, going to surrender now?"
ing ever more rigorous. It's the
Now is the time for the American people to let President Nixon
job of the risk manager to
In 1950 a train wreck just
know that they are opposed to any surrender of U. S. sovereignty
evaluate the risks of lawsuits
in the Panama Canal Zone or any lessening of American control outside New York City killed 79 over product quality and find
persons.
over the "Crossroads of the World." If the American people
protection against some of the
In 1960 the U.S. Navy risks
don't assert their convictions on this point, the U. S. security interest in the Panama Canal Zone may fare as the cause of the launched the "Ethan Allen" at Thirdly, "bigger companies
its most powerful
Free Chinese has fared at the hands of liberal advisers in the the time
now need product recall insurnuclear submarine.
White House and State Department.
ance because costly recalls of
President
John
1963
In
products, either voluntary or
SOCCER PROMOTION
Kennedy was assassinated in
PROFITABLE CONFESSION
ordered by government agenBUENOS AIRES (UPI) —
ANNECY, France (UPI)— Dallas, Tex., by Lee Oswald. cies, increased 50
per cent last
Argentina's finest soccer play- Genevieve de Vendt, 31, went to Vice President Lyndon Johnson
year," and have spurted again
ers took to the streets Friday the confessional with an envia- was sworn in
as
Chief
In 1971, he said.
Executive a short time later.
to sell tickets for a benefit ble regularity.
Menist said the tendency of
game Sunday against a pickup But It was only to create a
the courts to determine liability
team of the nation's top actors, diversion for her partner Serge
A thought for today: Ameri- damage claims on the basis of
singers, comics and others Bordier, 27, who, police said, can Gen. William Sherman the damage rather than the
from the entertainment world. lifted holy objects while the said, "I am tired and sick of amount of negligence by the
war. Its glory is all moonshine. defendant will spur the demand
The players, who have been cleric was busy.
on strike for 16 days, are Finally one priest called the It is only those who neither for no-fault plans on product
seeking revision of a 1949 law police before giving ear to Miss fired a shot nor heard the reliability. He said it may be
shrieks and groans of the the only way industry can
which governs soccer players' de Vendt.
wounded who cry aloud for offset "snowballing litigation"
wages, "worker" status, penSpanish donkeys are noted blood, more vengeance, more encouraged by the opportunism
sion plans for the player and
desolation. War is hell."
for trir sturdiness.
higher Pay
of some lawyers.
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and Parade Marshal is Edward own floats and bands In the
F. Goins, Jr., a real estate parade and bear those expenses,
executive.
but most of the costs are paid and
It is expected that every county all the work done by the people of
will have an entry in the parade Frankfort. It happens every four
which will move for four hours years and Frankfurt always lcsaks
down Frankfort's Main Street, forward to it
across the Kentucky River bridge
The schedule of events will be
and up Capital Avenue to the something like this
is
Capitol Building. The parade
Parade—It will begin forming
the first event of the day and is
at about 8:30 a.m., will start at 10
followed by the swearing-in
a.m.
ceremony, the speeches, then
Inauguration of governor—
later the governor's reception
After the parade ends—probably
and the inaugural ball.
at 2 p.m. in front of the Capitol.
There are no tickets or inReception—In the Capitol a
vitations necessary for at7:30 p.m.
tendance at any of the inaugural
events. Everyone is welcome, Inaugural Ball— It will start at
There will be five
there is no charge. It's every 9 p.m.
man for himself when seeking a locations for the ball. Although
good place to watch the parade, many will be wearing formal
anyone can line up to shake hands attire, dress will be optional.
with the new governor and the Those who want overnight
doors are open to the public for accommodations will have to try
Louisville and Lexington. Frankthe dances that night.
Who pays for all of this? Of fort is sold out. Both cities are
course the counties enter their less than an hour from Frankfort.

Men's wear

'Total coats' big
Bold and brawny
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) — They
still make raincoats, topcoats
and overcoats, of course, but
this year there is a growing
trend toward the "total coat
which can be used for almost
anything. Most of the coats
are a little longer, knee length
at least, and there are a lot of
knits.
A big, manly, rugged look is
the essence of leisurewear look
for men this fall and winter, including brawny sheepskin coats.
There are also outfits called
pants suits but they are rugged
themselves, in coats and pants
made of suede and leather.
There are a lot of "looks."
There is the military look in
Cossack-length greatcoats in
wool, suede or smooth leather.
There is a warinlook
coats with pale linings and collars for warmth. And there is
a boutique look—very long and
tubular coats.
There is an incredible array
of fabrics for these "total
coats," and there is also fur,
leather and suede. The fabrics
run from
treated velvets
through brushed denim,tweeds,
rubberised cotton, moleskin,
gabardine and a sharp and shiny
twill. And always knits.
There are all sorts of coordinate* which sometimes are really shirt suits and three quarter.
coats with matching trousers,
usually called walking suits.
Martin Smith, a onetime
Yale swim team star who ended
up as president of the Robert
Lewis Co., sees the rebirth of
the coordinated look as a "return to a certain discipline after
recent years of youthful excesses when men sought to
look uninhibited and thus liberate themselves from the restraints of the Ivy League

Designer Jon hi:kin showed
a trench coat in olive pigskin
suede with a wide storm collar
and with big bellows pockets
with button flaps. Rafel Fashions showed a denim safan
style, no belt, in the long tubular boutique look.
Carlo I'alazii showed a navy,
shaped safari coat— four flapped
pockets in a wetproof twill and
Jaeger showed a natural suede
walking suit consisting of a
double breasted trench coat
with matching trousers.
Jupiter of Paris showed a
felt suede midi-length coat,
double-breasted, belted, and
flared, shown with coot
I
jeans. And in the Cardin Boutique line there was a World
War I type trench coat in MOSS
green cotton sateen. London
Fog showed. a doubleknit,
coat, eight buttons, just above
the knee.
Lakeland had a series of
coats that included one with a
fleece lining, trim and collar
and a tapestry woven outer
shell. Another spectacular one
had monstrous coachman's
lapels in melton camel with
shearling pile trim. Zero King
had a double-breasted coat in
wool twill with mouton Co!
tar and lapel.
Van Heusen-Windbreaker introduced a sophisticated collection of jackets and matching pants to add a bit of elegance to leisure wear. Jackets
ran to all lengths from short Ike
jackets to below the knee
lengths. The pants, called frontier flairs, naturally had a western look. Colors ran through
the shades of natural foliage,
from chestnut to egg plant.
McGregor-Doniger,
Inc.,
used water repellant double
knits for many things from
ski wear to golf wear to outer
coats, including some double
knits that looked like corduroy.
A particularly handsome coat
was a ribleas corduroy with a
pile collar and lining, single
breasted and with slashed
pockets.'
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The big news at Harbor Master is its raschel warp knit
fabric of fancy check pattern
in a texturised Dacron polyester. It turns up in two travel
coats and the manufacturer
says he has ended the problems
of snagging and picking in
Early detection of forest
doubleknits.
One coat is a single breasted, fires will be made possible by
button through oat with a the earth resources technology
split shoulder—sleeves set in in satellites.
front, raglan in back and lined
with satin. The other has a zipWI,
out wool and mohair liner. A
cold coat has biswing shoulders
and a half back belt in twill
trimmed leather.
Some of the other things on
the market:
TONITE thru TUE.
*************
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Handwriting `analysis'
upsets her
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I recently wrote a short note to a woman
I know, slightly, asking for some information on her solicits- - -tions for symphony subscriptions.
A few days later, I received a two paged "analysis" of
my handwriting, and I have been fuming ever since!
In the first place, I don't know whether this woman has
had any special training, or if she's an amateur who analyzes handwriting for a hobby, but some of her "observations" were downright insulting!
Example: "Your love life leaves much to be desired,
but it could be greatly improved if you would get over some
of your old-fashioned, puritanical ideas."
Also, '
.'You are much too timid. Stand up to your husband when you think he is wrong. He will respect you for
It "
Abby, if you have Any suggestions on how to handle
this, I would appreciate it. I want nothing more to do with
this woman.
.STILI. FUMING

DEAR FUMING: TYPE a note to her and tell her that
YOU have "analyzed" HER handwriting, and have concluded that she would have more friends if she'd quit analyzing" handwriting.
DEAR ABBY. All my life I've been afraid of dogs. Not
just big dogs. I am afraid of the smallest dog. I can't help It.
Dogs have always terrified me
My sister and her husband invited my husband and me
to visit them for a weekend, and since they know how much
I fear dogs, I thought surely they would lock up their dog,
but they didn't.
When we got there and I saw their dog roaming around
the house I became hysterical and caused a terrible scene.
I screamed and carried on. and ran upstairs and locked
myself in the bathroom. ,
My husband came up shortly afterwards and said, "We
will go home now." And we did.
Abby, I feel so terrible over this When my sister and
her husband have visited us, they always tied their dog to a
pole outside or locked him in the basement to keep him
away from me.
Please tell me if I should write and apologize for the
HEARTSICK
wee,' Acted. i aIS beets Atti
any better,
feel
you
DEAR HEAftTSICK: If it will make
write and apologize. But In my view, they owe YOU an
apoitog-Y for having exposed you to their dog knowing how
you fear dogs.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have boys, 15 months
and three months. We were overwhelmed with joy when our
first child was born. We had prayed for a boy, and we got
one.
Before I knew it, I was carrying our second child The
problem is the second boy is completely opposite from our
first. He cries all the time for no apparent reason, and we
can't keep him on any kind of schedule.
I sometimes find myself regretting we ever had him
We both desperately wanted a little girl, and I don't seem
able to love him as I do the older boy.
I keep thinking the most horrible thoughts, like secretly
wishing something would happen to him, so we wouldn't be
bothered with him anymore Yet, I know if something were
to happen to him I'd never be able to forgive myself because of my secret thoughts.
My husband doesn't know how I feel Nobody does. Do
you think I ought to see a doctor?
CONFUSED AND FEELING GUILTY
DEAR CONFUSED: I certainly do. And I urge you to
see him quickly.
CONFIDENTIAL TO L. L.: The proof of the pudding is
not always in the eating. It's whether the diner comes back
for seconds. A lot of mediocre pudding h3s been consumed
because there was nothing else on the menu.
What's your problem? You'll feel better It you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 69714, Lou Angeles, Cal.
9000. For a personal reply enelose stamped, addressed
envelope.

ire -

For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Maw." send si to Abby. Box WM, las Angeles, Cal. teala.

Slaw Addition
Add grated, unpared red
del!cious apple to your
crt a my horseradish dressine
for cole slaw.

E.
25
20

Lamb shanks may be braised
in the oven. Place the shanks in
a baking pan with a little chicken broth, cover tightly and bake
at 350 degrees until tender —
- usually 2 to 2% hours.

Thanksgiving Day
Dinner
Bring The Whole Family!
We Will Be Serving

Turkey and Dressing
Also. . Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Country Ham - Steaks
Open 6 am to 10 pm, 7 Days A Week

iD

HAZEL CAFE
J. C. Gaitimoro

I ejrpuptuf—tilv

914449. 711 1117 or 713 4947

ofire4r4,

rrning
at 10
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Mr. and Mrs. Edward Black of
The Wranglers Riding Club will
Monday, November U
Route One are the
Farmington
the
at
meeting
The Luther Robertson PTA i have a business
at parents of a baby boy, Shane
House
Court
County
Calloway
School"
to
will have its "Back
Henry, weighing nine pounds six
night at the school at seven p.m. seven pin.
ounces, born on Tuesday,
16, at 1:29 p.m. at the
The All-American Concert of November
The Kirksey Community
-Calloway County
Murray
Alpha
Sigma
the
of
Thanksgiving service will be held the members
Hospital.
at the Kirksey School auditorium Iota and Phi Mu Alpha honorary
in
held
be
They have another son,
will
fraternities
music
at seven p.m. Churches participating are Locust Grove the Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Timothy Edward, age Ve. The
Church of Nazarene, Mt. Carmel Annex at Murray State at eight father is employed by the
Youngblood Brothers Hardware
United Methodist, Kirksey p.m.
Company, Mayfield.
United
Methodist, Kirksey
23
Tuesday, November
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Baptist, and Oak Grove CumThe Martins Chapel United
Harlan Black of Farmington
berland Presbyterian.
Methodist Church WSCS will
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
meet at the church at seven p.m.
Buster Gibson of Clinton Route
The Adult Great Books
One.
.
Discussion Group is scheduled to
The Middle School PTA will
meet at the Calloway Public have "Back to School" night at
Jason Eric is the name chosen
Library at seven p.m.
Parents are to
seven p.m.
by Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Ramsey of
assemble in the auditorium.
Dexter Route One, for their baby
The Creative Arts Department
boy, weighing eight pounds, born
Murray Woman's Club will
The Current Missions Group of
BROWNIE GIRL Scouts of Troop 48 who meet at Robertson School are pictured. The twenty-three of the
meet at the club house at 9:30 the BW of the Memorial Baptist on Wednesday, November 17, at
members are second graders at Robertson Elementary School. Co-leaders of the troop are Mrs. Billy
Hostesses are Mesdames Church will meet at the home of 11:12 p.m. at the Murraya.m.
Joe Cooper, Mrs. Robert Eoggo, and Mrs Marshall Gordon. Calloway County is currently being
B. Hunter, Paul R. Heise, Mrs. M. E. Gilbert, Riveria Calloway County Hospital.
Donald
canvassed for contributions to the Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout Fund Drive. Persons are urged
Their other children are a son,
Tuck, Ralph L. Nelson, C0Iirts, at two p.m.
Richard
_to generously support this most worthwhile organization, a spokesman said. Contributions may be
Eddie, a daughter, Denecia, and
Grogan:
Bobby
and
mailed to Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout Fund, Peoples Bank, 500 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky
twin girls, Candace and Carla.
The Baptist Women of the Elm
42117L
The father is employed at the
Grove Baptist Church will have a
Murray Division of the Tappan
ten
at
church
the
at
study
book
Company.
a.m. with Mrs. Walton Fullterson
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
as the leader. A potluck luncheon
Johnny Ramsey of Dexter Route
will be served.
One and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Don Bearden, Mr.
The Fall Ceremonial of Rizpah
Jackson of Almo Route One.
Mrs. Joe Dean Watkins, Mr.
and
will
Club
Quota
Murray
The
By Eleanor Rodgerson, M.D.
Temple, Madisonville, was held and Mrs. Marvin Pierce, Mr. and
Mrs. Mamie Jones of Murray is a
meet at the Southside Restaurant
Q. What are some corn- unusual pains or u-ritations, a on Saturday, November 13, with
great grandmother.
Van Vactor, Mr. and at 12 noon.
Tom
Mrs.
veral Murrayans attending.
plications that could occur in expected and she has no
Mrs. R. C. Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
termination of pregnancy pelvic examination is not
A luncheon for the visiting
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
Troy Bogard, Mr. and Mrs.
within 60 days when a suction necessary Of course, she wives was held at the Armory on
Tau Phi Lambda will have a rush
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Moffett,
E.
William
method is used rather than a should not be kept in ignorance Saturday followed by bingo. The
party in the community room of
dilatation and curettage' of her sexual development and ladies were than taken by bus to Jackie Jones, Col. and Mrs. the Murray Federal Savings and Hamburgers in Toasted Buns
and
Phyll's Beet Relish
Richard
Dr.
Owen,
James
all
is
menstruation
what
of
Would this matter whether the
downtown Madisonville at 2:30 Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer.
Loan at seven p.m.
Pineapple Upsidedown Cake
woman was 18 or 50? Would a about
annual Shrine
p.m. for the
Henry
were
Candidates
When necessary', a rectal
subsequent physical
parade.
PHYLL'S BEET RELISH
The Foundational Sunday
Willoughby, Rob Kinney of
examination reveal to a doctor examination is made gently.
Two pantryshelf vegetables
The Moslem feast was held in Murray, Joe Jones of Benton, School Class of the First Baptist
and
presence
the
of
Evaluation
performed
been
had
that this
are called for.
the club house at the Madisonand Jerry Hudgens of Calvert Church will meet at the home of
size of the pelvic organs can be
on a young girl?
1 can (1 pound) shoestring
City
at
ville
Park
p.m.,
6:30
Miller
1624
Rogers,
Phillip
Mrs.
city. Mr. and Mrs. Jones, Mr.
A. The method used to ter- obtained satisfactorily. If there
beets
followed by the Ceremonial Ball
minate a pregnancy depends are worrisome discharges,
Ind Mrs. Kinney, and Mr. and Avenue, at seven p.m.
11 4 cup sugar
/
upon the length of pregnancy fluid for tests can be collected from nine p.m. to one am. with Mrs. Hudgen joined the Murray
The Kirksey PTA will meet at
1 4 cup distilled white vinegar
/
His
by
and
Hill
music
Oliver
an
of
means
by
vagina
the
from
doctor.
and the
the school at 1:45 p.m. with Max
group for the festivities.
10 cloves
Orchestra.
Recently, in the early weeks eyedropper.
The Murray group 'spent Hurt as speaker. Hostesses will
Salt to taste
pelvic
unpleasant
Shriners and wives from the Saturday night at the Holiday Inn be .he sixth grade mothers.
An
of a pregnancy, the suction
1 can (1 pound) cut wax
method is used oftener. One examination for a young girl is Murray Club were Mr. and Mrs. and attended the annual family
beans, drained
Wednesday, November 24
investigator estimates that unnecessary When a more Jack Persall, Mr. and Mrs. Freed style breakfast Sunday morning
1 medium onion (peeled,
complications associated with thorough investigation is in- Cotham, Mr. and Mrs. Norman before returning to their homes. The Kirksey Baptist Church quartered and thinly sliced/
will
book
a
have
study
film
and
on
it are one-third to one-fourth dicated, a general anesthetic in Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. Boone
Members of the Murray Shrine
less than those associated with the hospital may be the Hendrickson, Mr. and Mrs. Clown Unit taking part in the "New Drums Over Africa" at the
Drain beets. In a small
church at seven p.m.
the D. and C. (dilatation of the procedure of choice to avoid Glenard Helm, Mr. and Mrs. Don
saucepan mix beet liquid with
Persall,
Jack
were
parade
cervix and curettage, or pain, to secure information Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. James
The Blankenship Circle of the sugar, vinegar, cloves and salt,
Freed Cotham, Norman Klapp,
scraping out, of the uterus). easily and to keep the Perkins of Louisville, Mr. and
South Pleasant Grove United bring to a boil. Mix beets with
Perkins,
James
Robinson,
Don
Complications with either cooperation of the patient
Mrs. Wallace Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Ford, Milton Jones, Methodist Church WSCS will beans and onion and pour hot
When the time comes for
method, when they occur,
Milton Jones, Mr . and Mrs. Bruce Bruce Wilson, Woodrow Dunn, have a bake sale in front of liquid over them. Refrigerate(
would be the same — marriage, a premarital pelvic
or
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Fdsel Beale. Joe Dean Watkins, National Stores on the north side covered, for several hours
Wilson,
hemorrhage, infection, is very important After that,
servings.
8
Makes
overnight.
Beale,
Easel
Mrs.
Mr. and
Marvin Pierce, Tom Van Vector, of the court square starting at
retained products of con- Pap srnears should be made at Dunn,
.lkdr- and Mrs. John le Williams,,R. C. Jones, anti Don Bearden.Inine a.m.
ception, phis the risks ot eli least yearly .
surgical operations because
are
abortions
induced
operations.
As has been said in answers
to other reader questions, each
case is different and no allencompassing rules can be laid
The regular meeting of the Xi
down. The doctor involved Alpha Gamma Chapter of Beta
THANK YOU! That is what these money
must decide the better Sigma Phi was held on November
procedure for a particular 18 at the home of Mrs. Bruce
saving coupons are meant to say. We apperson.
called
preciate your business.. And remember
was
meeting
The
Thomas.
Complications are about the
Laundry and Cleaners' high quality
to order with president, Mrs. Ray
Boone's
same for any woman, regardSims, leading the group in the
Sanitone Dry Cleaning and fine service
less of age, but the ultimate
.
opening ritual.
be
remain the same...Nothing changed but the
different. I
results might
Mrs. Larry Contri was in
would think a woman of 50 will
program
the
of
not be interested in more charge
She had as a
No limit on
pregnancies. A woman of 18 "Grooming".
what you bring
could conceivably have an special guest, Mrs. C.Wayne
each coupon.
on
infection that might make Doran, Associate Director of
Cosmetics
The
more
Two-Twenty
Fashion
future pregnancies impossible
valuable
for
or there might be some injury in Calloway, Marshall, and
coupons you use
the more you
to the cervix which would make Graves County.
save
Bring any number. You must present
Bring any number. You must present this
it difficult to carry the
Mrs. Doran spoke on the impregnancy to term.
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
portance of cleanliness as well as
this coupon when you bring your
the
Take
A doctor examining a woman helping member Mrs. Bruce
coupons to any 5
Boone's Cleaners.
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
convenient
who had once had an induced
Thomas with a complete makeBoone Cleaner
Coupon Good thru
abortion would not be able to up. She pointed out that a person
Coupon Good thru
locatior.s
November 30, 1971
tell for sure that she had had should not "make-up" to be
November 30, 1971
such an operation. If there someone else but should use
were a severe laceration of the cosmetics suited to them as an
cervix present, he might individual. She also said that
On
wonder, but this is not likely. bright colors were the "in-thing."
your Dry
Occasionally a woman can
the
of
course
the
During
deliver a full-term pregnancy
leaning During
program, members perticipated
and the doctor she sees in later
Boone Cleaners
questions and
(Men's or Ladies)
asking
by
(Men's or Ladies)
years not be sure.
discussing the different steps in
Appreciation
(Except
fur,
Q. I have tried two kinds of the make-up.
Mrs. Doran
Sale
birth control pills and I go on
eapresented a door prize, comsuede, or leather) ea. S109
spotting. Is this dangerous?
pliments of Fashion Two-Twenty
A. Probably not dangerous,
Story being the
.Bring any number. You must present
Bring any number. You must present this
but a nuisance. Are you taking with Mrs. Ray
enjoyed
members
The
recipient.
this coupon when you bring your
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
them the same time every day?
Doran
Boone's Cleaners.
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners
You should be sure your Pap seeing the display Mrs.
smear is up to date and that you had for viewing at the close of the
Coupon Good thru
thru
Good
Coupon
have no vaginal or cervical program.
November 30. 1971
1971
30.
November
In the business meeting which
infection such as trichoFord,
Wallace
followed
Mrs.
moniasis. Irregular bleedbe brought to the attention of the
should
always
ing
investigated and not be allowed group a young lady who is ill and
to continue.
in need of personal items. The
A different brand of pill or a members voted at this time to
larger dosage may be tried if give Mrs. Ford the authority to
and PLAIN DRESSES
all tests are negative. A few buy what was needed as a gift
Reg. 1 1.60
women do not tolerate pills of
from the Cliapter..
ea.
each
any kind and some other
ea. $
A thank you note was read from
Asontraceptive has to be
the
to
Carraway
Mrs. Tommy
prescribed.
thanking them for food
Bring any number. You must present
Q. When should my daughter Chapter
Bring any number. You must present tho
and flowers which was sent to her
this coupon when you bring your
Good
coupon when you bring your cleaning 1,
Coupons
All
during
her
illness.
have
her
first
pelvic
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners
November
Boone's Cleeners.
dm
A complimentary letter was
examination'
Boone's
all
at
30th
eoupon Good thru
International
Coupon Good thru
from
A. Pelvic examinations such read
Cleaners Stores.
November 30, 1971
November 30, 1971
as are given mature married congratulating the group for their
women are, as a rule, not given efforts on rush and for the exto young girls,, but complete cellent manrver in which it was
The rush party,
13th & Main
exarrunations,
nevertheless, conducted.
preferential tea and pledge ritual
begin at birth.
6th & Poplar
As soon as a girl is born, the were cited in the letter.
The meeting was adjourned
doctor checks the vulval area
5 Points
members
seventeen
for any abnormalities and for with
and
ritual
evidence of a vagina and an repeating the closing
Story Ave.
opening in the hymenal joining hands for the Mizpah.
Mrs. Bruce Thomas and MFs.
membrane. As she grows she is
603 Maw
examined for normalcy. If her Isaac Adams served refr
hou
development progresses as ments during the social

Abortion risks
are explained

Members And Wives Of Murray Shrine Club
Attend Fall Ceremonial, Rizpah Temple

Sunday Supper

Mrs. Bruce Thomas'
Home Scene Of XI
Alpha Gamma Meet

All Coupons Good Thru
November 30, 1971
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994
4

SWEATERS
ea. 59c

SAVE

•
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SLACKS

LONG COATS

69;

Clip

These

Inflation
Fighter

•••••
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MEN'S SUITS

99'

Coupons

••••.
e•41300N
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1.09

•
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Dolphins Pay Tribute To Don
Shula As Their Margin Widens
By BOB DI PIETRO
UPI Sports Writer
Mary Fleming, the veteran
Miami
of the
tight end
Dolphins, recently paid the
highest sort of compliment to
his coach, Don Shula.
"He comes the closest of
anybody to Mr. Vince Lombardi," said the man who played
under the legendary Vincent for
six years at Green Bay.
Fleming caught a touchdown
pass from Bob Griese Sunday
to help Miami to a 17-14 win
over Baltimore, widening the
Dolphins' lead over the Colts to
1L2 games in the American
Conference East.
_7'he victory raised Shula's
ninegyisir coaching record to 8925-5 —a .761 percentage, tops in

spot in the
NFC
in the game.
West;
the league for that span of remaining
Pittsburgh edged the New York
Ray Perkins Hurt
time.
Baltimore scored on four Giants 17-13, the New York Jets
Lombardi Style
The win was even more yard runs by Don Nottingham defeated Buffalo 20-7, to hand
the Bills their 10th loss this
delightful for Shula and the and Norm Bulaich.
Dolphins since it came against Johnny Unitas drew his first season and their 15th consecua team that he had guided to 71 starting assignment of the tive defeat; Cleveland routed
wins and a Super Bowl season and directed a 78-yard New England 27-7 and Cincindrive for Baltimore's first nati downed Houston 23-13 as
appearance in seven years.
Miami used the Lombard score. He was shaken up rookie Fred Willis of Boston
style —power running, tough attempting to block early in the College ran for two touchdowns
defense and opportunistic quar- third quarter and was removed and veteran quarterback Virgil
terbacking —to defeat the in favor of Earl Morrell. Carter passed for two more.
Also, Detroit trounced ChicaBaltimore wide receiver Ray
Colts.
10-yard-Griese-to-Flem- Perkins also suffered a severe go 28-3, Minnesota decked New
The
Orleans 23-10, Kansas City
ing score came less than two concussion on the same play.
minutes after Jim Mick had In other contests Sunday, foiled Denver 28-10, Philatied the score at 7-7 with a one- Dallas blanked Washington, 13- delphia capitalized on four St.
0, to take a half-game lead in Louis fumbles and four interyard pltinge.
Garo Yepremian accounted the National Conference East; ceptions to score a 37-20
for the wirminq points with a 20 Los Angeles dropped ...San victory, and Oakland edged San
Ià1 with 6:30 Francisco, 17-6, to grab the top Diego, 34-33.
-yard field

Over-30
Tarkenton
mellowing
By JERRY MAGEE
Copley News Service

Tranquillity has come to
frantic Francis.
At 31, the aggravations of 11
National Football League
seasons sit heavily upon him.
Fran Tarkenton, who put the
word "scrambler" — a
definition he rejects — into the
sports vernacular, prefers not
to run.
There was a tune when
Tarkenton's catch-me-if-youcan style might have given him
and the New York Giants an
advantage over a club unaccustomed to it.
"That might have been true
nine years ago," Tarkenton
said as the rain came down
outside his Greenwich, Conn.,
home.."Today, it's not.
"You run when you're
NFL Standings
he
explained.
young,''
By United Press International
"Manning runs and Plunkett
American Conference
runs and in Detroit Landry
East
lot. They're young."
W. I.. T. Pct. runs a
left unsaid that he isn't,
He
8 1 1 .889
Miami
not as quarterbacks are
7 3 0 .700
Baltimore
measured. What he is is a
6
4
0 .400 quarterback likely on a course
NY Jets
4 6 0 .400 to the Hall of Fame, which he
New England
Buffalo
0 10 0 .000 would enter on the dead run.
Central- In the history of professional
W. L. T. Pct. football, only four men have
Pittsburgh
5 5 0 .500 surpassed the achievements of
Cleveland
5: 5 0 .500 Francis Asbury Tarkenton as a
3 7 0 .300 quarterback — and it took all of
Cincinnati
1 8 1 .111 them more than 10 years to
Houston
reach Fran's pinnacle. As the
West
W. L T. Pct. 1971 season began, Tarkenton
7 1 2 .875 was the fifth all-time passer
Oakland
732
778 behind Jurgensen, Unitas,
Kansas City
46 0 .400 Starr and Dawson.
San Diego
The Giants' fiery little
Denver
2 7 1 .222
quarterback is in an elite group
National Conference
of passers who have thrown for
East
200 touchdowns and who
over
W. L T. Pet.
gamed more than 25,000
7 3 0 .700 have
Dallas
yards passing.
Washington
6 3 1 .667
Tarkenton also is in another
4 6 0 .400 high classification, the one in
NY Giants
3 6 1 .333 which the Internal Revenue
Philadelphia
3 7 0 .300 Service regards him. Football
St. Louis
is
Luther
al
(
coach
basketball
head
State
TONIGHT—Murray
V,aKSITY-FRFSHMAN GAME
Central
has made him wealthy. There
flanked by two of the returning starters on this years basketball team. At left is Ron Williams, a
W. L T. Pct. is the home in Greenwich and
signor, and at right is Les Taylor. a junior The two will lead the varsity squad against Kayo
8 2 0 .800 one in Atlanta, where he
Minnesota
illilliams freshman charges in the annual Varsity-Freshman game at the university sports arena
6 3 1 .667 resides in the off-season.
Detroit
tenight at 730
Chicago
6 4 0 600
There is Tarkenton Ventures,
3 5 1 .375 Inc., which includes a
Green Bay
flourishing audiovisual
West
College Football Results
W. L T. Pets. business plus a fast-food
By United Press International
6 3 1 .667 franchise known as ScramLos Angeles
San Francisco 6 4 0 .600 bler's Village.
There also are real estate
441.500
Atlanta
3 5 2 .375 interests and a position
New Orleans
Dartmouth 33 Princeton 7
representing a nationally
Sunday's Results
They have Temple 13 Villanova 13
Murray State basketball fans beating the varsity
known commercial airline.
0
Washington
Dallas 13
Penn St. 55 Pitt 18
will get their first look at the 1971 good size and shooting, they're
14
Baltimore
New York, if you want to play
17
Miami
19
Lehigh
Lafayette
48
Racers, tonight when the varsity extremely quick, and they've
and make a little
football
13
Houston
28
Cincinnati
Vir
West
28
24
Syracuse
play the freshman in their annual given the varsity fits in control
something on the side, is the
Pittsburgh 17 NY Giants 13
Ohio U. 30 Marshall 0
said.
he
fall."
this
scrimmages
pre-season tussle
place to play.
Cleveland 27 New England 7
Likely starters for the froth Rutgers 28 Colgate 16
"But that's not really an
7
Buffalo
20
Jets
NY
Cornell
41
13
Penn
The game will follow the will be Darnell Dell, and Pete
part of football,"
important
10
Denver
28
City
Kansas
Coll.
0
Boston
35 Mass
Thoroughbred Club meeting at Roney, guards; T.C. Jamison,
"I know they say
Francis.
said
Detroit 28 Chicago 3
Harvard 35 Yale 16
which Coach Cal Luther will center; and Michael Coleman
New York is good for this and
23
Orleans
Minnesota
New
10
46
0
Delaware
Bucknell
preview the season. Game time and Ronnie Redman, forwards.
good for that but the reason you
Philadelphia 37 St. Louis 20
Adell, 5-11, was a member of West Chstr 35 Edinboro St. 14
will be 7:30 p.m. An admission of
play football is to win. Anything
Los
17
Angesles
San Francisco
the East Chicago High School
is pretty unimportant. Last
else
50 cents will be charged.
6
Midwest
year we won (9-5) and that's
Luther says the '71 freshman team which won the Indiana
33
Oakland
Diego
San
34
Michigan
10
St.
Ohio
7
what the game is all about.
probably have the best chance of State championship last season.
(Only gimes scheduled)
Winning is the ultimate."
any recent freshman team of Roney, 6-4, played for Calloway Indiana 38 Purdue 31
Monday's Games
County High School; Coleman, 6- Northwestern 28 Mich St. 7
been
has
Tarkenton
Green Bay at Atlanta (nightl
5, a great scorer, is from Gary, Minnesota 23 Wis 21
surrounded by a something less
(Only
game
I
scheduled
Ind.; Jamison, 6-5, whose forte is Ind Central 17 Butler 12
than stellar supporting cast
Thursday's Games
rebounding and tough defense, is Illinois 31 Iowa 0
since he came to New York
Kansas City at Detroit
from South Bend. Ind.; and Kansas 7 Missouri 2
from Minnesota in 1967. For
Los Angeles at Dallas
Redman,6-5, is an all-stater from Iowa St. 54 Okla St. 0
him the Vikings obtained two
(
games
(Only
scheduled
Akron 7 Youngstown 0
draft
future
first-round
Valley High School.
Sunday's Games
selections plus a second-round
The varsity lineup will be Toledo 41 Kent St 6
Atlanta at Minnesota
choice.
Ronnie Williams and Steve
Baltimore at Oakland
South
Had Tarkenton remained in
Barrett, guards; Marcelous
Cleveland at Houston
10
Minnesota — well, the Vikings
Starks, center; and I,es Taylor McNeese St. 20 S.W. La.
Denver at Pittsburgh
Tennessee 21 Kentucky 7
have been in one Super Bowl
NEW YORK (UPI) —Bowl and Bill Mancini, forwards.
New England at Buffalo
since his departure and would
participants and records for Luther reports his three North Carolina 38 Duke 0
New Orleans vs. Green Bay at seem to be progressing toward
1971 major post season college returnees, Taylor, Williams, and N. Car. St. 31 Clemson 23
another. Tarkenton indicated
Milwaukee
27
Maryland
29
Virginia
games:
Mancini, have been giving the
St. Louis at NY Giants
he does riot think of those
Dec. 18 —Sun Bowl at El Racers great play and leadership Citdadel 47 Davidson 7
things.
San Diego at Cincinnati
Paso, Tex. —Iowa State (7-3) in practice. He also says the two Vanderbilt 10 Tampa 7
''It was not a matter of
10 San Francisco at NY Jets
vs. Louisiana State (7-3).
sophomore starters Barrett and Western Ky. 24 Murray Ft.
a team," he rememleaving
at
Washington
Philadelphia
20
Dec.
—Liberty Bowl at Starks, have made consieerable
unhappy
Vir St. 14 Morgan St. 12
his
of
bered
(Only
games
scheduled)
Memphis, Tenn. —Tennessee (7 progress. "We'll have o.ie of the
association with the then
Miles 54 Alabama A&M 0
Monday's
Games
-21 vs. Arkansas ( 8-2-1)
fastest, runningest teams we've Florida St. 45 Tulsa 10
Minnesota coach, Norman Van
Chicago at Miami (night)
Dec. 27 —Fiesta Bowl at ever had at Murray," he says
Eirocklin. "There was such a
LSU 28 Notre Dame 8
(Only
game
scheduled).
Phoenix, Ariz. —Florida St. (7hectic situation with Van
Houston 27 Miami 6
3) vs. Arizona St. (9-1).
Brocklin. Finally, I left and he
NO WEAK SISTER
Term St 61 Central St 0
Dec. 23 —Tangerine Bowl at
left. They brought in Bud Grant
Samford 30 Delta State 24
HAYWARD,
Calif.
(UPI)—
Orlando, Fla. —Toledo (11-0)
The freshman team is favored and Jim Finks became a
Louisiana Tech 23 N.E. La. 0
LIN
JON
vs. Richmond (5-5).
to
7
win tonight's Powder Puff dominant figure but it took
Tenn-Mrtn
28
Lengstri
Dec. 30 —Peach Bowl at DBERGH.
Girls'
Southwest
Football Game with the them three years to really start
_FRESNO, Calif. (UPI) —
Atlanta —Georgia,
Sophomore squad at Chabot ring."
Oceanographer Jpn Lindbergh Arlinsas 15 Texas Tech 0
The Giants always have gale
vs. Mississippi (r2).
Junior College.
19
Rice
713
TC11
are
residues
pesticide
Dec. 31 —Gator Bowl at says
with Tarkenton. Sometimes
Part
of
20
SMU
6
the
Baylor
reason
for the
Jacksonville, Fla. --Georgia ( 9- damaging the world's oceans.
have gone sideways but
Frosh's edge is their quarter- they
New Mex 49 Wyoming 14
1) vs. North Carolina (9-2).
gone. They say he is
have
they
Lindbergh
The son of Charles
back, Sister Ronald Exley, a
Ark Tech44 Ark AM&N 20
Dec. 31 —Astro-Blue Bonnet
a coach-without-Portfolio on
gave a Town Hall lecture Drake 32 West Tex St 28
member
of
the
Adrian Domini- this club, that it is Tarkenton
Bowl at Houston, Tex
-- Thursday saying that sewage,
can order described as having
Southwest Tex 29 Tex A&I 24
directs the offense, not
Colorado (9 2) vs. Houston ( 8oil spills and careless exploita- Howard Payne 45 McMurray 10 "a good arm ... accurate to 20- who Webster.
2)
Alex
tion were all killing the seas, Colo St 24 Utah 7
25 yards."
Jan.. 1 —Rose Bowl at
Tarkenton chuckles at such
but that pesticides that do not
Pasadena, Calif. —Michigan (11
suggestions. "I really don't
break down easily pose the
West
4) vs. Stanford (8-3).
care to coach," he said.
Colorado 55 Air Force 17
Jan. 1 —Orange Bowl at greatest threat
Utah 17 Brigham Young 15
Miami, Fla. —Nebraska (104)
He wants to play and he is
limit on how much
Southern Cal 7 UCLA 7
vs. Alabama (10-0).
A convicted murderer won an placing no
HALL OF FAME'S GUESTS
longer his career can continue.
Utah St. 42 Idaho 13
Jan 1 —Sugar Bowl at New
poetry
for
Italian
prize
a
poem
CANTON, Ohio (UPI) —Pro
It might be one year," he said,
Orleans —Oklahoma (9-0) vs. football's Hall of Fame will be Stanford 14 Calif 0
written in the cell in which he is
it might be six years."
-and
30 Oregon 29
St.
Oregon
Auburn (9-0).
serving a life term.
giving out presents Monday as
Jan. 1 —Cotton Bowl at It celebrates Visitor Apprecia- Washington 28 Wash St. 20
"Ergastolo Azzurro" (life
Dallas —Penn State (10-0) vs. tion Day denoting the attain- Northern Colo 25 Adams St. 15 prisoner), by Alfredo Bonazzj.
For the remainder of this
describes his situation and his season, he is optimistic. "I
Texas (7-2). 'Texas plays in ment of 200,000 admissions in Boise St. 28 Coll. of Idaho 21
remorse' for his crime He think we're going to win our
Cotton Bowl if it defeats Texas one year. The 1971 total is Weber St n Idaho St 21
killed an old man while stealing
next several games," he anA&M on Thanksgiving Day. A expected to reach at least Arizona St 49 San Jose St 6
from a tobacco shop in 1960. Ile nounced. "I like to think that. I
tie or loss by Texas will give 215,000, a 75 per cent increase San Diego St 39 Ariz 10
think everybody likes to think
has won more than a dozen
Portland St 36 Montana 29
Arkansas the Cotton Bowl over a year ago
thex can win all their games."
poetry prizes_
berth_
Chico St 53 Sonoma St 14

Annual Pre-Season Game

Set At University Tonight

College
Football
Roundup

Murderer's poetry
wins top honors

1 North
Shop'
Cen

Tr
Si'

Smoke

WHERE'D IT GO??—Mickey Thomason of Carlisle C'ounty looks rather distressed as he has tlic
ball knocked out of his hands before getting off the shot. Dan Thompson 501 looks over the shoulder
of another Carlisle player. Carlisle had to scramble to take the win from Calloway. 90-81.
Staff photo by David Rill

Murray State Drops
Season End Game To
Western By 24 To 10

REYNOLD
I.G.A. FA
FROSTY

got the ball on the Western 12.
Watts also holds the record for
Three plays later Fisher took a
most in his career, 21.
17 yard pass in the end zone for
Western put the game out of
score.
the
reach with two touchdowns in the
The loss Saturday gave Murray
third quarter with Murray State
a 5-4-1 season and a 3-3-1 OVC
adding another TD in the final
record.
period.
Westernlook advantage of two
2 7 14 5-54
WeidWasi Koadvelty
Murray errors in the first half to Murree
II S 3 .1-111
11544,
score a field goal and a TD. The
WK1J-1/33 Melee Wilson 33
WP(1.1—.189 Davis 15 pass from Leo
field goal came after a key illegal Peekenpaugh 'Wilson kick'
11151.1—IrG Sian Walls 58 fOV(
procedure penalty against record)
WICU—Davis 17 Pail from Pecken
Murray State and Western sough
(Wilson kirk)
/4511—Rick Fisher 17 pass from
capitalized by kicking a field
Tom Pandolfi 'Watts kick)
fumState
Murray
Again
goal.
STATISTICS
Wail
P4SU
bled inside their own 20 and First downs
19
58 286 42 117
Rushes-Yards
Western went over for the second Passes
7 10 0 4 10 1
FOSTER FIGHTS KELLY
Iii
31
Passing Yards
quarter touchdown.
168
391
Total Offense
OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI) —
3
I.
Murray State got its touchdown Fumbles lost
39.3 7 37 3
Punta
World Light-Heavyweight Boxin the last quarter when Murray Penalties
85
5'35
ing Champion Bob Foster will
defend his title against Oklahoma champion Brian Kelly in
either Oklahoma City or Tulsa,
promoter Pat O'Grady announced Friday after the
signing of the contracts.
Foster, who only three weeks
ago stopped Tommy Hicks in
the eighth round, will receive 40
per cent of the gate while Kelly
will get 20 per cent. O'Grady
said he would seek to get
national television coverage for
the fight.

The Hilltoppers of Western
Kentucky wrapped up their
second consecutive Ohio Valley
Conference Championship
Saturday when they downed the
Racers of Murray State 24-10.
Western dominated the first half
of the game to end the baliwIth a
10 to 0 score.
The day was not lost completely for the Racers however as
Stan Watts set a new OVC record
with a 58 yard boot for a field
goal. Watt was able to split the
uprights in spite of a strong wind
blowing the wrong way.

TIGERS-SELL COLLINS
DETROIT (UPI) —The Detroit Tigers sold utility infielder
Kevin Collins to their Toledo
farm Club Friday, thus reducing the Tigers' active roster to
39 and permitting them to fill
the 40-man allowable roster
with a draft choice, if they
choose, when the winter meetings open next week

We want to
be the kind of
dealer
America
wants.

If ycu ro fel Up to here
with dealers who don't
c are we on with you. We
car() about

you and the car you drivu
Every car we sell is built to last And our
caring doesn't stop with our seil•no r-)ther.
We follow up with ser,ace after the sale
because we want to be the kinalot dealer
America wants Try us and see

GRIFFITH VS P4CALOON
NEW YORK (UPI) —Emile
Griffith will be fighting his 23rd
main event at Madison Square
Garden on Dec. 10 against the
fighting schoolteacher Danny
New Yorker
McAloon.
4-Door Sedan
Griffith, the former welter
and middleweight champion
who lost to Carlos Monzon in- 7 70
title fight Sept. 25, will be goidg
for his 71st victory in his 32-bout
career.
301 S. 4th Street

PU

DEL MI

LIPTON
I.G.A.

CEI
Ripe

BA

AYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
Phone 153

1312

Et 21, 1971

JIM ADAMS I GA

Northside
Shopping
#

MIDNIGHT WEDNESDAY
OPEN *UNTIL
CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY *

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITY

Center

Northside
Shopping
Center

PRICES GOOD THROUGH WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24th

True Value
Single Unit
Pricing
LG.A.CANNED HAM 3.9). c" $279
lb 59c
FIELD'S SAUSAGE
49c
MATCHLESS BACON
Rump ROAST
$ 1 09
1/4 PORK LOIN
69'
ALL-MEAT BOLOGNIViced 69;

U.S. Choke

Round STEAK

Ss

lb.

lb

U.S. Choice

HAMS
has thr
boulder

I%

al Hill

cilq;

I.G.A.

PUMPKIN

14
20,..

REYNOLDS WRAP
I.G.A. FANCY OLIVES
FROSTY ACRES FROZEN COCONUT
Hart

25' Roll
6-oz,
No. 10
7-oz. pkg.

19-oz. Box

CAKE
MIX

410 11 1:P

29'
5T
35'

SWEET
POTATOES

Showboat

21 2
can

PEARS

DEL MONTE PINEAPPLE JUICE

39c

LIPTON TEA BAGS

58
59'

Colonial
BROWN 'N SERVE
Pkg.I94:r•
of 12

Ripe Yellow

BANANAS
CIDAA

1C.
1312

10'
9'
lb

240t

CRANBERRY°cean
SAUCE.

Spra y

20-oz. loaf
28-oz. bat.

I.G.A. BREAD
COCA-COLA
GERBER BABY FOOD

25'
25'
9'

33
Na-303-c:w

27;

I GA.

ICE MILK

Ga1.43t

No. 2'2 Can

Del Monte

Pumpkin
Pie Mix

39

Gold MedaI

OCEAN SPRAY
FRESH

79(
7-oz. box 19(

I.G.A. COFFEE
KRAFT MACARONI DINNER
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO SOUP

1-lb. can

12'

Pet Ritz

PIE SHELLS

49'

FLOUR
Us

Ar.

No. 303 Can

Fruit Cocktail

I.G.A. SWEET MIDGET PICKLES

N

Del Monte

No 303 Ca

CELERY

ib.39;

No. 300 Can

Del Monte

Crisp

SOLD AT COMPETITIVE PRICES!!

White - Yellow - Choc.

CHERRIES

ROLLS

lb

lb.

Del Monte

No. 303 Can

(including Butterballs)

55, FRESH - HENS

V\Rrle
14 16 b

TURKEYS

Boneless lb

Sliced

Smoked, Tenderized

We have all sizes and kinds of

Pkg. of 2

Red

POTATOES
CRANBERRIES
lb
pkg.POTATOES

20-lb. bag

69'
10'

Store OPEN 24 Hours MY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the total on the tape that counts!

DiGE SEVEN

Dollar c[asses needed?
By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service
Our educational system has
come under fire from a top corporate executive for failing to
teach something he feels every
young person should know
It is personal money management.
William A. Reasoner, who
went from a humble start at
Hoquiam, Wash., to become
president and chief executive
officer of a financial services
complex managing assets of
$2.7 billion, explained his feelings in an interview.
They teach just about everything in our schools these
days— about sex, how to drive
an automobile and so on — but
they don't tell our young people
what to do with their money."
He believes money management should be taught m elementary grades and continued
— with increasing refinement
— through high school and college.
"Actually, education in the
handling of money should begin
in the home," Reasoner said.
"But, unfortunately, it very
often does not.
"We do our children a disservice if we do not teach them
the virtues of thrift, the value of
saving and the basic concepts
of proper and balanced spending."
Reasoner, the No. 1 man at

Waddell & Reed, Inc., Kansas
City, manager and sponsor of
the United group of mutual
funds, has found not only a lack
of understanding about money
programs among individuals
completing their formal education, but also a lack of discipline.
"Everybody knows how to
spend but personal money
management is a great
mystery to too many young
people," Reasoner declared_
He advocates a balanced approach to savings, investing
and spending, utilizing professional help if necessary — even
in cases where the young fernily doesn't feel able to afford it
— in order to develop a program designed to offset inflation.
• Tall, outspoken Reasoner
will tell you in no uncertain way
that he believes inflation is
here to stay.
"Some type of equity program is needed to hedge
against inflation," he said. "Inflation is the worst tax of all.
- "If savings provide a return
of frorn 5 to 6 per cent and inflation approaches a 6 per cent
rate, where are you?"
Taking a quick look at the
psychological side of money
management, Reasoner said he
has learned from a recent poll
in various sections of the country that most important decisions relating to fluidly income
1 , 1110,111111i11011111111101M,11.1 ,
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Disposable cars?
Throwaway models reportedly
being studied by European firms

a.
2
a
2

WOLSBURG, GERMANY (UPI,: European Car
manufacturers are developing a throwaway automobile costing $300 to $400 that can be scrapped after
about 9000 miles a European magazine reported.
At the Volkswagen plant they laughed at the idea.
The report in the magazine Europa said several
manufacturers. including Volvo of Sweden, Toyota
of Japan and Volkswagen %ere studying the idea
and one European firm had tested a prototype to be
displayed at the New York Auto Show next spring.
"What's it going to be made of, paper?" laughed a
Volkswagen spokesman. -Here we are looking for
ways to make cars safer and safety costs money.
"It's impossible to make cars cheaper than they
are now," he added. "I think that's the attitude of all
manufacturers. Believe me, there's absolutely no
truth in this as far as Volkswagen is concerned."
Europa said the first model is not expected to be
offered to the public until 1975. The magazine said
Ilk vehicle body would be stamped from a single
shoot of metal, and would have an inflatable rubber,
bumper around it for safety purposes
"Similarly, there is no need for replacement parts
because the car will be built as a factory-sealed
system, rather like a cigaret lighter which cannot he
refueled, but has a set life expectancy," said the
magazine.
"The engine will pull out like a drawer for such
minor servicing as oil changes," it added.
According to Europa, one manufacturer planned
to build only a single model throwaway car—hut in
six colors. Dealers then would carry a supply of
spare parts which can be used on all vehicles.
.....10.111111,011111$111111.1111 iiiiii.11iiiiiiiii
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SIMULATED DIAMOND JEWELRY

and ineastnient .are made
around the kitchen table.
The poll's resultstiWicated
that more than 10 Oies as
many financial decisions are
made in the kitchen than in another room.
Most people don't like to
make financial decisions in the
"alien environs" of an office,
according to Reasoner. Formal
accouterments of business apparently tend to intiMidate.
Reasoner's observation that
many men and women become
"definitely defensive" in such
surroundings is supported by
psychologists.
Reasoner predicts 1972 will
be a strong year for economy.
He expects to see long-term interest rates holding at or above
7 per cent. Among stock
groups, he likes the airlines and
electrical equipment companies at this time along with
diversified tobacco situations.
Some of the food shares are
being refluced in portfolios of
the United group of mutual
funds.
The former Westinghouse
Electric Co. marketing specialist and later president of the
Kirby division of Scott & Fetzer
Co. is a firm believer in the dollar cost averaging approach to
investment. This calls for a
given sum to be invested at
regular intervals.
He advises young people to
embark on a well-planned financial program in their 20s
and look perhaps to supplementing retirement income
perhaps 20 Co 25 years ahead.

Men's Wear

By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
worst is over, according to
George Weintraub, movie actor,
raconteur, family man and
super salesman: Men have started buying suits again and the
recession in the men's wear
business seems to be ending
rapidly.
Weintraub attributes this to
new fabrics, including knits,
and new comfort in woven
fabrics. But he also says men
are over-fished, over-canoed,
over-exercised and ready to
move out of their country wear
into some city stuff.
"I think it's the pent-up
emotion of the American male
after all that outdoor activity,"
he said. "With fashion what it
is he's ready for fashion. You
don't have to push him—he's
ready to spend money to iive
himself_a better appearance.'
Weintraub travels all over
the United States as vice president in charge of sales for
Joseph H. Cohen & Sons, one
of the larger if not the largest
mass producers of men's clothing. He reports sales booming
in Chicago, Kansas City, the
West Coast and other _points,
and says things will improve
even more in the next two
years.
Many of the men rushing

For those
NEW YORK
who pine for the sunny
south as wintry weather approaches. here are a few
decorating boosts and tips
to sustain year round that
summery eurphoric feeling.
It's a matter of outlook, of
color and decor.

Accept nothing less than the finest. See and
buy Diamonair at:

Paris, Tenre\pp

RS

Easy birth
at home
CHICAGO i UPIi Babies
born suddenly at home
usually have normal and
easy birth, Dr. J. P. Greenhill says in his new book,
"The Miracle of Life" (Year
Book Medical PUblishers),
Dr. Greenhill, senior atand
obstetrician
tending
Michael
at
gynecologist
Reese Hospital and Medical
Center, says usually the
baby will start crying irra
mediately, a good sign
means the infant is breathing on his own At that
stage it is okay to leave the
baby and mother connected
by umbilical cord until the
doctor arrives.

Wind and rain art serious
threats to land
Each year
millions of acres of land and
millions of dollars are lost due a
soil erosion
Trees, shrubs
plants, grass, ivy and other
ground cover provides a
protective barrier against the
destructive effects of rain and
wind on soil. A properly planted
row of trees can reduce eroding
force of wind by as much a 75
percent. Foliage plants help
break up raindrops and soften
their destructive impact on soil

MURRAY
MUFFLER

Plaid partying
Plaid is going out partying Skirts made of plaid
taffeta in rayon acetate and
topped with white dotted
swiss voile will be particularly popular during the
holiday season.
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WHOLE FRE!

of warmth and well-being.
And, those who live within
its chromatic spell attest its
attributes in glowing terms.
"My living room IS full
of flowers, and a yellow so
sunny it makes me feel
the same way," says Mrs.
Mellon Byers, a leading
young Washington, D C.,
socialite whose home has
been photographed by
House & Garden.
The yellow is really laid
on—glazed yellow walls
were combed to get a

LEAN, MEAT

Pork Stu
Spare

striated finish as a background for the furniture
fabric and yellow faille curtains."
Mrs. Byers is in good
company, The Margaret
Truman suite in Blair
House, official guest house
of the nation, was recently
given a coat of sunshine
with pale yellow paint, a
pretty background for flowered chintz spiced with
apricot accents.

SAN FRANCISCO (UPL1:
Actress Mercedes McCambridge says that "boredom,
boredom, insidious boredom" contributes to the rising alcoholism rate among
women.

Ril

Ft

lb

What have we done
for you lately? ,

HOL

DELICIC

Wh
Sel

MORREI

Bright and early each morning the Extraordinary Bank
opens for another day of minding your business.
In the course ofan extraordinary day we put a lot of people on
the road ahead with an extraAUTOnary loan. We give a great
number of people personal loans for reasons we won't mention.
Our Good Fortune Tellers keep busy depositing deposits,
opening new accounts and helping Johnny with his Christmas
Club; they tell you. how Billdozer checking accounts work and
help your wife choose the right color and pattern checkbook
for her needs.
We tailor our money to fit your needs, talk to you and your
lawyer about the management of your estate and tell a lot of
our friends about the benefits of savings certificates.

The Jones family next door will be given money to buy a
brand-new home and your neighbor on the other side will
take out a home improvement loan.
These are a few of the extraordinary things we do in the
course of a day . . . in a style that makes everything extraordinary for you.
When the sun sets, you ride on home happy. Another day
ends for yau.
The Extraordinary Bank, however, prepares for night
banking hours . . . begins checking credit card applications,
arranging loans, crediting deposits-by-mail . . . doing all the
little necessary to prove one big point:
R is extraordinary what we can do foe you if you let us.
_

MORRE
•
E
MORRE
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CARGIt
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The Extraordinar) Ralik

Miss McCambridge, a recovering alcoholic, said that
the woman seized with the
disease "must forgive herself She has not been bad,
she has been ill.

S. D.

PEOPL,ES
cy/BANK

KROGE

"She must realize that
she cannot ingest a drug
that the rest of you do
every day."

From $60.00 per carat.

QUAtITY JEW(

\nd he was so taken with

woven fabric and with unusual
textures and interesting designs.
It has a lot of qualities of the
double knit but the surface texture is usually more interesting.

Re-discover yellow. A
roomful of ye0ow is radiant, projecting a feeling

Boredom leads
to the bottle

Substitute. They are guaranteed permanently for
replacement 4ainst scratching, loss of color
or brilliance under normal, wear.

Western look

the look of McQueen in the
movie that he has added a
western look to the Cohen
spring line—jackets with western yokes across the chest and
back, pockets with westernlooking tabs that button down.
That's for next spring. Right
now he's more interested in
four developments he credits
with giving the sagging clothing industry a big boost:
—Double knits. Weintraub
says they make up about 30 per
cent of sales now and wovens
70 per'cent but estimates knits
will hit their peak in about five
years and kvel off at about 5050. Popular as the knits—are,
men will still continue to buy
woven fabrics.
—Cotton denims. These are
for a more sporting look and
came after a few American designers turned out some summer suits in ordinary denim.
They have a heavy western influence .with a lot of double
and trickly stitching for ornament.
—New texturized woven fabrics. Woven fabric manufacturers, alarmed by the inroads
of knits, came up with wovens
with a lot of wrinkle resistance
and stretch,. what Weintraub
calls a bounce back quality.
—Raschel Knits. This is a
warp knit, knitted flat like a

\\\

Re-discover
yellows

The dining area was singled off from the re.st of
the white-walled apartment
by a chrome yellow paint
job and by a ceiling of
gaily-striped yellow and
white canvas to set a
smashing summer mood in
canyon-grey surroundings.

brilliance of he true gem. Diamonair simulated
diamonds not only rival the true stone in beauty
but carry a warranty offered by no other

out to buy suits are welt'eftitablished businessmen who
have bought their new houses
and put the grass seed in and
are turning to new interests.
That new interest is clothes,
according to Weintraub, and
the interest is spurred in part
by the new knits.
Weintraub -paused in 'his-dissertation on clothes to discuss
the movie business and his role
in a new movie "Junior Bonner," made on location in
zona by ABC Pictures. Re is not
exactly one of the stars—that is
left to Steve McQueen, Ida
Lupino and Robert Preston.
But it was his first experience before the cameras and it
probably will influence his company's future styles—it is a
rodeo picture and he plays
one of three cattlemen who
come to town looking for a
Food time and end up in a
barroom brawl.
"The picture is a warm relationship between father and
,on, and there is no embarrassment in taking your family
to see it," he said. `And I must
say it was a great experience in
ms life sitting d6wfl to dinner
with Ida Lupino. Wow! What a
hunk of woman."
* * *

Ken Thomas of Thomas Honda
Sales said a rock was throw,
through the front plate glass
window of his business, according to the report made to the
Murray Police Department at
10:03 pan. Friday. Thomas saio
the glass was all over the !hoot
and the rock was inside thebuilding the police -error' saw

. S. CHOICE

myriad wonders in a midtown high-rise Manhattan
apartment, very much the
one-room studio type and a
tar cry from prestigious
mansions.

This- revolutionary new jew
—e7 acknowlegge
as the finest diamond substitute goes beydnd
mere imitation to capture the fiery, blue-white
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VANDALISM

Neu, knits give lift to clothes business

Yellow also works its

-
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Three Convenient Locations .

She made the comments
at the annual awards luncheon this week of Stepping
Stone, New York City's alcoholism
rehabilitation
home for women

Main Branch
500 Main

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

South Branch
12th & Story
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CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY
OPEN FRIDAY REGULAR HOURS
THIS AD GOOD THRU NOVEMBER 24

COUNTRY STYLE

BACON lb 69c

SIRLOIN

STEAK

1

100000004000.110NdittoT

I

MOKTIRA.
Stamps

WORTH $1 CASH
toward the purchase of one

axe

COUNTRY CLUB CANNED HAM

--t

Good thru Nov 24 Lmit one per nam

IIMINIPMUMFDPIMPV
COUNTRY CLUB ALL BEEF
$ 99
3-lb

Hamburger

pkg.

9c
WIENERS
5
.‘

U S CHOICE BEEF

FRYINGFAMILY

T Bone Steaks
U.S. CHOICE

BONELESS

K.C. Steaks
S

98c

Rump Roast

Boston
Roll

U. S. CHOICE
BONELESS

lb.
ROAST
QUARTER SLICED PORK LOIN

Pork Shoulder

BLst1sm

Si

46-oz

S1

1-lb.

KROGER'S FAMOUS

Tomato Juice

cans

s iHO1

BI

4

lib
cans

89'

IT FRESH!
1-lb

5

KROGER FRUIT

59'

bag

Cocktail
lb 41
lb

MEDALLION

Frozen Hens

ih

TENDER, TASTY

Smoked Picnics
FAMILY PAK OF 3 to S ihv

Pork Steaks

IN

MARKET-MADE

Pork Sausage

SMOOTH SHORTENING

FLOUR

th

-

39c
47'
39c
49'
59'
49'

89c
69'

EMERALD GREEN

Si

KROGER

KROGER RELISH OR

15 to

29'

Gayety Napkins

8-oz.
Pkgs.

36-oz
each

COOPERS FROZEN

Cornbread Dressing

FRUIT

Patio Dinners

20-oz.

Si

17 lb

MORRELL FULLY - COOKED Whole, 12-16 lbs.

lb,

MORRELL FULLY - COOKED‘Whols. 15. 17 lbs.

lb.

FULLY -

COOKED Whole, 12

14 lbs

U.S. GRADE A TURKEYSI-- CARGILL'S 18 to 22-1b. U S. D. A. GRADE A

Tom Turkeys
lb.
Cargill Turkeys
Wishbone Turkeys
Butterball Turkeys
U. S D

A GRADE A 10 to 14-lb.

lb.

KROGER 18 to 24-lb. U. S. D. A

GRADE

A

SWIFT'S FAMOUS 18 to 20 lb

lb

4

pkgs.
of 180

99'
65'
49'

FROSTY ACRES

Frozen Hash Browns pkg.
1i4-113.

Cherry Custard,
,ut Custard

Apple

20-oz.
pkg.

MEXICAN,COMB., or BEEF ENCHILADA
12-oz.
each

PIES
each

Whole Smoked Ham. 58`
Semi Bnls. Ham
68`
E-Z Cut Ham
78c
Boneless Ham
884
MORRELL

22-oz.

Sweet Pickles
SUPER HOLIDAY VALUE!

BANQUET CUSTARD OR

12-or. jar

HOLIDAY HAM HEADQUARTERS!
FLAVOR ...

11-oz.
can

Mandarin Oranges

with our coupon

cans

29-oz.
can

Sweet Potatoes

FROSTY ACRES FROZEN

Corn on the Cob

29(

pkg.
of 4

KROGER FROZEN POTATOES

Crilli

5-lb
pkg.

Cid'

37'
57'
99'

DELTA FROZEN

Strawberries

4

10-oz.
pkgs.

Si

FLORIDA

DELICIOUS

22-oz.
bottle

Palmolive Liquid

49c

bag

Large Meat Pies

COASTAL BRAND

4

42-oz.
can

Whipped Snowdrift
KROGER DELICIOUS

1-lb

1-lb

FRESH STANDARD

Gulf Oysters

18-inch
25-ft.

Aluminum Foil

45c
53'
93'
63'
29'
29'
49'
Si

BANQUET FROZEN

Split Broilers
Breast °garters

HOME PRIDE HEAVY DUTY

PILLSBURY

Y R QUA TER OR
LEG QUARTERS .

29-ot.
can

Pear Halves

PLAIN OR SELF-RISING

3
4

cans

Apple Sauce

Fish Sticks

cans

KROGER BARTLETT

DELICIOUS KROGER

FRYER

4

Green Beans

Spotlight Coffee

MIXED

79c

t

All Green Limas

1

GRIND

(FAN MEATY

Spare Ribs

3-11)
can

Krogo Shortening

4- $
Green Beans

19'
49c

WHOLE FRESH

PURE VEGETABLE

20-oz.
loaves

Kroger Peaches

3 Breast Quarters
Leg Quarters
3 Wings and 2 Giblets

9c

Pork Loin

BREAD

Hi C Drinks

CHICKEN

27

WEDNESDAY

Golden Corn

CHOICE BEEF 1(Bone.
in) lb.

NIEL-0-SOFT

2-roll
Debt! IiiSio*
Pack
R WHOLE KERNEL
KROGER CREA
C 1-1b.
j cans
ALL FLAVORS OF
46-oz.
cans
HALVES OR SLICES
14b.
cans
KROGER CUT OR SLICED
1-lb

Si"

lb

Si

.,

11 1 1 I I I 11oloolloom

FINAL WEEK TO COMPLETE YOUR SET OF ROYAL
VICTORIA CLASSIC MUG AND PLATES - AMERICAN
HERITAGE ENCYCLOPEDIC GUIDE TO THE UNITED
STATES. BOTH OFFERS END SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

SOFT, TENDER
PAK

in addition
to any other purchase requirements
Expires Nov 24 Limit one

DOUBLE TV STAMPS
TUESDAY

SLICED

U S. D. A. CHOICE BEEF

coupon and

excluding tobacco, and

tOr
SAW'

inside the
epurt said

with this

$5.00 purchase,

em•
eft

)Late

EXTRA Top
Value Stamps

354
47c
39c
49c

Grapefruit
VIRGINIA C;RO\A

Jonathan Apples
TENDER GOLDEN.

Fresh Corn

10
6
5

Green Broccoli

bunch

JUMBO FLORIDA

Grapefruit

5

frt•

JUICY CALIFORNIA

69'
69'
29'
99c

Tangerines

ou purchase of 12.00 or

with this coupon thru Nov 24 Limit one

RED

Sublect to applicable taxes

lit

TITITITITIT$TIYITITITI?$TlTlTItITItItITITI?4YI'oqe,
PILLSBURY FLOUR

GRAPES
lb.

1 QUALITY

BONUS COUPON

19

FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS

TIYItITI?ITIIITITITlTITI!ITlTITI!I!ITITItlTT
PILLSBURY
1854-or.
3 pkgs. 99C
CAKE MIXES

•••

with this coupon thru Nov. 24. Limit one.
Subject to applicable taxis.

IVITIT111111111111TITIMITHIP
_
to%
0.-%a
r

MITITITITITIIIIIMITIMIlliffIttlibilili
WORTH 20c
toward the purchase of one 2-lb can

KROGER COFFEE
Good thru Nov 24. Limit one
Sohiect to applicable taxes

ror

MITIIMMITIMIMIttintittlinti4get
•
•••
;7.
• er.

HEINZ GREAT AMERICAN
5 1454-or. $1
SOUPS
cans
with this coupon thru Nov. 24. Limit 1
suakters to applicable taxes.

5 tbs. 49c

with this coupon thru Nov. 24. Limit one.
Subject to applicable taxes

EA with one I3-or. can Gold
,av crest vac Pac Nuts
with 39C Of more
2
Bananas
gigg with 5-lbs
3
Potatoes
aa with 3-lbs.
4
Aro! onions
with 2 heads
5
sia Lettuce
with 5-lbs. Oranges or
6
fa Grapefruit
Chuck,
with 2-Itrt Ground
7
OU Round, or Chopped Sirloin
or
cn with 2-lb pkg. Breakfast
8
sFlo Center-cut Pork Chops
tirh with 2 pkgs Fryer
9
1 Breast, Legs, or Thighs
1.
.
5Owith 2 pkgs. Cut-up
10
Frying Chicken
Kroger
or with any pkg.
11
Shoed Lunch Meats
package
with any
12
Sea Pak Seafood
4th any 14-or
rox Deluxe Pizza

2S

1969(

rap

411111111111111111111111111111N1111111111111
%Al

49'
10 for 49'

IDAHO
POTATOES

more of fresh

fruits or vegetables.
tor

SWEET BARTLET T

Fresh Pears

50 EXTRA STAMPS

az

Ni

FRESH,CALIFORNI A

11111111111Y4r

• 1'

99c

1

25

50
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1971 Crop - Kentucky Fire-Cured Tobacco
Type 23 Advance Schedule

WESTL<N DARK FIRED TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION
Type 35 - Advance Schedule
1971 CROP
Tobacco is eligible for advances only if consigned by the
original producer and only if pduced an a cooperatinr, farm
AD
IT
Length
: Length
Advance Rate
Grede
47-46-45
44
(Dollars per huncrred pound., farm sales weight)
E0
43
T3F
56
38
T4F
51
31
T5F
60
43
T3R
56
39
T4R
51
31
TSR
56
53
43
T3D
52
51
0,-39
T4D
50
48
31
T5D
47
46
42
T3M
43
42
37
T4M
55
53
30
TSM
51
50
41
T3G
48
47
36
T4G
46
45
30
TSG
43
42
55
53
52
xii
51
50
50
X2L
47
48
49
X3L
47
46
47
X4L
42
41
44
X5L
46
47
52
X1F
42
43
50
38
39
47
X3F
45
46
46
X4F
42
43
44
XSF
38
39
52
XIR
5556
49
X2R
54
55
45
X3R
53
52
41
X4R
49
48
39
X5R
42
40
46
X3D
56
55
41
X4D
54
53
39
XSID
52
50
43
X3M
48
49
40
X4M
43
42
XSM
39
514
53
42
X3G
51
52
X4G
38
47
49
XSG
35
44
43
39
38
N1L
38
47
46
N1R
33
40
41
NIG
32
38
37
48
46
32
N2L
42
41
30
N2R
38
37
30
M2G

Tobacco is eligible for advances only if consigned by the ,
original producer and only if produced on a cooperating farm.
Grade

Al7
A27
A3F
AlD
A21)
. A3D

•

ASA!XI- RATE
LengtH7
:
Lendit
Length
43
: 47 - 46 - 45
44
(Dollars per hundred pounds, farm sales weig:it)
69
64
56
69
64
56

617
E2.7
E3F
B4F
B5F
BID
b2D
B3D
B4D
B5D
b3M
B4M
8511
B3WF
B4VF
B5VF
134G
65G
CIL
C2L
C3L
C4L
C5L
Car
C2F
C4F
C5F
CID
C2DC3D
04D
C5D
C3M
C4M
C5M
CSIF.
041F
C5VF
C3G
C4G
CSIG
Grade
.41L'
X2L
X3L
X4L
X5L
X1F
X7F
X3F
X4F
X5F

60
57
53
50
146
59
56
55
49
45
51
47
41
50
48
44
51
46
42

55
53
50
47
43
5'4
52
52
46
41
47
43
36
46
45
41
143
42
37

60,
57
56
53
50
60
57
56
53
51
60
52
49
44
43
51
47
45
52
49
47
47
44
40

56
54
52
50
48
56
54
53
50'
47
55
48
46
42
41
48
46
43
49
47
45
44
40
37

Advance
Rate
52
50
49
46
44
51
49
46
46
44

'Grade
AlF
A2F
A3F
AIR
A2R
MR
BlF
B2F
B3F
B4F
B5F
B1R
B2R
B3R
B4R
B5R
131D
B2D
B3D
B4D
B5D
B3M
B4M
BSM
B3G
B4G
B5G
ClL
C2L
C3L
C4L
C5L
C1F
C2F
CM'
C4F
CSF
C1R
C2R
C3R
C4R
C5R
C3M
C4M
CSM
C3G
C4G
CBG

44
40

31
45
33
35
42
36
31
39
38
34
34

44 41

46
43
40

40
36
34
42
40
35
43
41
36
39
35
34

Grade

Advance
Rate

X1D
X2D
X3D
X4D
X5D
X3M
X41-1
:s.
X3N
X4.7F
XEWF

50
48
'
41.5
43
40
45
43
40
47
45
42

Grade

Advanc.,
?ate

X3G
X4G
X5G

44
4J
37

N1L
N1D
N1G

39
35
34

N2

By THEODORE A.EDIGER
Copley News Service
MIAMI - Should the United
- States give up the only military
post it has inside Communist
- territory? Should the United
Cuba, in face of the increasingly conspicuous buildup in Soviet naval might in the Caribbean?
Adherents of a growing
movement seeking "normalization" of relations with
Cuba say yes, relinquish the
base.
Guantanamo may well become an issue in the presidential race.
Sen. George McGovern of
South Dakota, the first announced Democratic presidential candidate, said he would
close the base. He said
-:6trarrtanamo's role as art
irritant outweighs its security
f- value.
Sen. Edward Kennedy of
Massachusetts, undeclared for
candidacy in Democratic
presidential polls, said that the
U.S. "military presence in
Cuba"- the Guantanamo base
-- should be ended. The Soviet
military presence on the Communist island should go too, he
said.
The Nixon administration
would keep Guantanamo.
Secretary of the Navy John
Chafee put it this way: "1 want
to say clearly that Guantanamo
is there, and there to stay."
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro
says the base called Gitmo
from the Navy's abbreviation,
GTMO -- is illegal.
Havana Radio, propaganda.
voice of the Castro regime,

warned in a broadcast last
year: "It will not be long before
we will tell the North American
imperialists to return our
Guantanamo Bay."
But U.S. Adm. E. P. Holmes,
who retired recently as
Atlantic Fleet commander, last
July told the House subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs
"To consider that anyone
might suggest withdrawal from
our base at Guantanamo or a
reduction of military capability
in that whole area ... strikes
me as folly."
The admiral suggested that a
time when the Soviets are filling the Caribbean with submarines and warships is hardly
a time to relinquish Guantanamo.
The U.S. base is in eastern
Cuba. 350 miles southeast at_
Cienfuegos, where the Itasians reportedly built a submarine-servicing base.
Gitmo's commander, Rear
Mm. Brian McCauley, has
been quoted as saying: "I don't
think, with continued Russian
naval activity in the Caribbean,
we would pull out. Of course, if
we pulled out, you know who
would move in."
McCauley described the U.S.
base as "vital to any defense of
the Caribbean, particularly in
the form of submarine warfare." Gitmo's principal mission, however, is training ships
scheduled for duty with the
Second and Sixth Fleets.
Soviet Premier Alexei
Kosygin's recent visit to Cuba
coincided with the movement
of a five-vessel Russian flotilla
to Castro's island It was the
sixth such squadron to call at

Cuban ports since July, 1969.
The United States acquired
Gitmo under a 1903 treaty with
Cuba, reaffirmed in 1934. The
lease cannot be broken except
by mutual consent. For the 45square-mile base on one of the
world's finest deep water harbors, the United States pays

Windows cut
heat loss
The insulating properties
of double-glazed windows
have some far-reaching effects.
For example, quality
windows can help conserve
fuel. They can also help
homeowners meet the
tightened property standrecently -set-by-theDept. of Housing and Urban Development for
homes built with FHA-insured loans.
The new HUD standards
stipulate maximum heatloss and heat-gain totals
that are substantially lower
than they were before. The
result is that homes to
which the standards apply
will be about one-third-better insulated than previously. And windows play an
essential role in home inau•
lation.
According to the Andersen Corp.. a leading window manufacturer, poorquality windows can account for half a .119Me's
heat loss. Good windows.
on the other hand, can reduce heat loss by 15 to 35
per cent...

Cuba $3,386.25 yearly rent.
The Castro regime hasn't
cashed any of the rent checks
since 1959.
Separating Gitmo from Clibe
proper are barbed wire fences
and, refugees say, Cuban mine
fields.
Beyond lies the Sierra
Maestra, the mountain chain
where nearly every Cuban
revolution, including Castro's,
began.
ARMY'S RACIAL EXPERT
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
Pentagon has named Donald L.
Miller, a former ship building
executive and Army officer, its
top official dealing with racial
problems.
Miller 39, of Bergenfield,
N.J., replaces Frank W. Render
II, who was asked to resign in
September after the Defense
Department said it found his
work unsatisfactory
Miller will not be the highest
ranking Negro in the Pentagon.
James E. Johnson, an assistant
secretary of the navy, also is
black. Miller's title will be
Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense for equal, opportunity.
STRONTIUM FALLOUT DIPS
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Strontium 90 fallout in the
world today is about onetwentieth of what it was in
1963.
This report was given Friday
by Sen. John Sparkman, fl-Ala
a senior member of the Foreign
Retattorts Committee. Sparkman said the nuclear test ban
treaty was responsible for the
drop.

HUNTS

Nonesuch

Mincemeat
Swanson

Pkg,

BRIJ;
BRO1
BAB
MIX

DES'
COC

CC

Pt

OCEANSPRAY

. . . . . , Broth 1,
, Chicken
44!
•' tlicios
-.5NIBLETS ,gitgc 4
--Green Giant
ASPARAGUS 754
COOL pt
PUMPKIN 19' WHIP39(
DEL MONTE

303 can

Brown 8 Serve

pkg. of 12

39'

ROLLS
All Jersey

BOILED CUSTARD
2 Pet Ritz '
/SeoulOM

No. 21
/
2 can

39'.Spiced Peaches 39' 18"
Reynolds
35'Cranberry Sauce 29' Wrap

2 For

PIE SHELLS

qt

pCJWV

PRODUCE
Radishef4hpotat°es
tett_
vcos

n9es
IgP\" 8(7I? os
cl/l
Coconu ts Crao
Fresh
41eiries
lb

PI
CA

C(
SF
Pt
CI
A

CI

99

Center Cut

131

Chuck Roast69c
Extra Select

Frosty Acres

CLOSED
Thanksgiving Day
November 25th
Happy Thanksgiving

59,

75' ProTen or Choice
Rib Steaks

pkg's 99'

can
Desert Topping
3Blue Bonnet
1
1(
lXt )

300 can

Swe
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AGE EIGHT

49'

Oysters

12 J1.49

Butterball
Weights: 8-10 lb.-12-14 lb.
G,r,ad
"e

Lb. 59

Turkeys A lb. 49
Fresh or Frozen
lb. 49:
HENS
Half or
Whole

CI

X2:, 19..

THE LEDGER & TIMES -

PMENINE,

MONDAY -NOVEMBER

/MAY, KENTUCKY

19'21

RED 8>
WHITE
FOOD
Closed All Day Thanksgiving

Prices Good thru Nov. 30

Field's Chestnut

Swift's
Butterball

Field's

BACON 49'
Swift Premium Pro Ten

HAMS 79!Rib Steak$1 09
lb

59;
& A9,

10 lbs.
up AID

2/69'

DESSERT TOPPING
COCONUT Fresh Grated

••••

MIX
or MATCH

4/89

„?.

Pet
8-oz.

45'
59'

2 oz
/
141

Vanilla

2/98;
COOKIES "ebler
No. 303 can
15;
PUMPKIN
pt
SWEET-244KLES:=1.
53;
12 oz.
Nabisco
47c
PINWHEEL COOKIES
2 lbs.
CAKE FLOUR
45c
6-oz.
COFFEE
99c
No 2''? jar
SPICED PEACHES
73c
POULTRY SEASONINecc""
25c
m
6-oz.
CHOCOLATE CHIPS
25c
18"x25'
ALUMINUM FOILAk"
45c
Fluffs

Fudge or

Red 8 White

Sr-

It

eavy
uty
.8"
(holds
ap

59'

Swanns Down

Maxwell House Instant

Del Monte

Nestle

Heavy Duty

No. 300 can

29c
Oc
CRANBERRY SAUCE
14-oz.
45`
COCONUT
4-oz.
/
41
9c
BABY FOOD
Del Monte
MANDARINE ORANGES 11 oz 33'
25'
CHARMIN NAPKINS
303 can
CORN
2/39C
Gold Kist
6 oz.
990
PECANS
3 lbs.
87c
CRISCO
1,C
CROUTETTES
Sc

roes

99'

69'

Bakers Angel Flake

Gerber Strained

1 60 ri

.49
',9(

49c,
49;

No.

Pride of Illinois

Keiloggs

Swift Empire or
Armour Gold Band

We Have A
FULL SUPPLY of

Turkeys

_

•DUCKS •GEESE
•CAPONS •HENS

39

* PRODUCE

* FROZEN FOODS *

BRUSSEL SPROUTS 8c1
BROCCOLI SPEARS 8Gi
BABY LIMAS luoi
MIXED VEGETABLES 10 oz

Turkeys
5-9 lbs.

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
Field's Boneless Fast Cut

STORES
—1.Aere kierldly people
help you 9"1"

it

*

49'

ENGLISH WALNUTS
MEDIUM EGGS
ORANGES
CELERY

3.22L.$100
Doz. in Bag
Stalk

39'
19'

4 oz.

GERMAN CHOCOLATE" 35;
2 oz.
/
181
33c
C
- 14 oz.
Eagel Brand
43;
MILK
No. 303 can
Musselman's
19c
APPLE SAUCE
7-oz.
Marlos
57c
STUFFED OLIVES
4-oz.
/
131
19c
CHICKEN BROTH
1 lb.
3/$1°°
OLEO
No. 303 can
27c
ENGLISH PEAS
Qt
59c
SALAD DRESSING
12-oz.
37;
SWEET RELISH
Red And White

AKE MIXES

Swanson

Blue Bonnet

De,Monte

Kraft

Paramount

Del Monte

FRUIT COCKTAIL
Godchaux Confectioners
SUGAR
Del Monte

Sliced or Halves

No. 303 can
1-lb

2 can
/
No 21

33;
19;

35;
PEACHES
Del Monte
No. 303 can
2/49;
GREEN BEANS
Illinois
No. 300 can
Pride
45c
ASPARAGUS
3.oz.
2/27c
JELL-0
2 oz
29;
DREAM WHIP TOPPING
12-oz
59;
CREAM CHEESE
9 oz
37;
MINCE MEAT
of

Philadelphia

None Such
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Men's wear

Travel topics

— it's•fake to which we base
added fashion."
In real furs, he said, the best
seller is a cedar rabbit that
looks very much like a way
shows have no resemblance to fox. Another is African Lamb
fur at all. One Wa8 a long which is flat and swirly like
mid-calf length plaid in brown broadtail. And still another is a
and tan tones with a real nutria Persian paw Swakara which
collar. Another was an equally looks like old fashioned curly
long green plaid with a black Persian lamb. For the Wall
sheared rabbit collar.
Street crowd there is a black
A stadium coat looked very muskrat made like a fitted
much like nutria. It was long, overcoat and, for the sports
fitted, ind was worn with a minded, raccoon and wolf.
leather belt. The fake nutria
"Wolf is the most popular
was $150 and the real" stuff
probably because men
there,
a
was
coat
stadium
A
$900.
name wolf," he said.
the
like
wolfskin
fake
long-haired
across the. chest with leather
Gompertz and his brother
straps. An improved version are the third generation of the
looked more wolfish than ever family business. Their grandwith guard hats darkened to father Albert Gompertz started
make it look real.
out in Gelsenkirchen, Ger"The big surprise is that all many, in 1889 but the family
of these are double knits fled to New York in 1939 with
including those deep pile the rise of Nazism in Germany.
coats," Gompertz said. "Even John, when he is not off in
this coat we call a shepherd. It Europe, looking at or buying
looks like a shearling, but its more furs, or is not in New
real appeal is that it doesn't York designing, is off with
really look like a real shearling Malden Mills as a consultant.

fashion game
Foreign lands frown Doubleknit is name of the
on the litterbug, too
By MURRAY J. BROWN
I. PI Travel Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) — Americans planning to travel this
winter, take warning: litterbugs
arc persona non grata overseas as well as at home.
And authorities everywhere
are cracking down hard on the
careless or unthinking litterer
as part of the overall battle
against pollution. Penalties range
from heavy fines to possible
jail sentences.
In England. for example,
persons who litter in public
can be fined up to 10 pounds
sterling or about $25 at this
writing. The English are even
tougher on "dumping or abandoning" things with fines ranging from up to • 100 pounds
sterling (about $250)for a first
conviction to a 200-pound fine
(about $500)and three months
in jail, or both for subsequent
convictions.
On the other side of the
world, litter-prone Americans
in Japan may run afoul of a
law that prohibits "dumping
or heaping refuse or filth in a
conspicuous place in scenic
zones. The fine can run as high
as 2,000 yen.
Of course, 2,000 yen may
be only about S6 in U.S. money
but suppose the traveler is picked up for violating Article
43 of the Japanese Road Law.
That one prohibits any act of
"soiling a road without permission." The article doeti not
define "soiling" but conviction
could cost up to one year in
prison and a 30.000-yen(around
$85)fine.
These are some of the facts
unearthed by Keep America
Beautiful, Inc., the national
anti-litter organization in the
United States, in comparing
notes with its counterparts
overseas in search of ways to
combat litterbugs.
.Allen H. S --d,Jr., executive
vice president of the nonprefit
KAB, said the oldest anti-litter
law reported in the informal
'ey goes back more than
years. It was an ordinance
cted in 1446 by the city
hers of Antwerp. Belgium,
ordering all citizens who kept
pO within its walls to get rid
ksi titeln VA 14 days "because
pigs dig into litter and spread
it everywhere."
. Seed noted that some of the
sone*, as well as strangest,
tter prevention techniques are
to be found in the Far East.
The Nationalist Chinese island
of Taiwan punishes littering
and air pollution with penalties
ranging from heavy fines to life
ini prisonnsent.
Poetic'waning
In Ceylin, the preventive
scheme is apt to be more psycholoisical, he said. For instance, a
sic° posted at the entrance to
the Pleasure Gardens of Ceylon

already have a pollution problem, has no national anti-litter
law. However, officials' told
him that individual Swiss municipalities do prohibit what is
called "wild deposits" of trash.
There are anti-litter laws in
most other European countries
and in our northerly neighbor
Canada. Be especially alert in
Ontario and Manitoba where
not only stiff fines can be
levied for conviction of littering
but drivers' licenses can be
suspended. Heavy fines and
jail sentences also, face litterbugs in New Brunswick.
And if you plan to travel in
the United States, KAB advised
that all 50 states,as well as most
local communities, have antilittering laws. Littering could
cost you time and money.

_
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) — This is
the year of the doubleknit for
men. There are doubleknit
pants, doubleknit coats,
doubleknit suits. And now for
people who oppose the killing
of wild animals for their pelts
there are doubleknit furs.
As it works out, there are
still alot of real furs around,
too, and Albert Gompertz says
people who intend to wear fur
and are ready to spend that
kind of money will not hesitate. Resides, he said, "we are
not handling any endangered
species."
Gompertz, 50, a textile
engineer turned fur expert,
works with his brother John,
47, who is the "Mr. John" of
Fur and Sports. John Goms
pe_rtz, in the fur business all his
life, now is consultant to a big
textile firm which wants its
fake furs to look real.
"There is what seems to be

a growing opposition in the
management of some publications and the management of
some department stores to real
furs, and we thought it might
hurt the industry," Albert
Gompertz said. "Instead we
just added the fake furs — I
like to call them 'fib furs'onto
the old line, and doubled our
business."
Gompertz calls the new
fur line "The Other Dimension" and said "instead of
!eating someone else knock.us
off (copy the designs) we
decided to knock ourselves off.
So many of Mr. Fred's designs
turn up in our fake, or fib fur
"
line."
"We still nuke a lot of furs
too," he said. "A muskrat is a
rodent and when you make
muskrat coats it is sort of like
pest control for flies, mosquitoes and rodents. But then there
is also a general economic

CLIP and SAVE with
These Valuable Coupons

0000
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MODUMD
0000001
00
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00
00W
300MU
00B
DODO
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Crossword Puzzle

8,-.swer

atur

(C000(1

coniunction
4 Spoken
5 Sharpen
5 Noblemen
7 Horned
8 Urges on

9 Comunction
10 Season
12 Hypothetical
force
14 Experience
17 Grant use 01

to Saturday's Ouyyte

nno

20 Coes hire cow

23 World
organization

22

(abbe )

24 Cooled lava
25 Emmits
27 R$p

30 Lampreys
32 'troves
35 Earthenwen.
37 Sleeneless
cloak
38 Hoarder

PURE ART FORM
MANCHESTER, England
(UPI) — Three university
students won a $125 art prize
Friday for drinking beer.
First they put on black
uniforms and hoods. Then with
hands painted black and white
they raised their glasses and
downed the brew in three
swallows.
The procedure, entitled "Treble Top, Holy Trinity," was one
of 10 winning entries chosen
from 600 in a competition
sponsored by the Arts Council
and the Peter Stuyvesant
Foundation to find the best
young artists
"It might seem ridiculous to
a lot of people," said a
foundation spokesman, but the
judges decided this was pure
art form."

39 Pressed
41 Armed
ienflicts
43 Tolled ••
44-Saint (006,1
46 Indehnee
article
48 Web footed
birds

51
53
57
58

Mast
Wit. of Geraint
Bone of body
Touchdown
labh,)
60 Peer Grit s
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SLICE,

Gillette Foamy

BAI
Johnson & Johnson

Charles Ai-tell

l4 4 or can

Reg., Lemon-Lime & Surf.

Big K's Reg. 97 cents
Big h s Keg 58 cents
, With Coupon

VALUABLE
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1971

*4

VALUABLE

Void after Nov 28, 1971

Void after Nov 21, 1971

66

With Coupon

400

g

PON

VY COUPON

PI

Big Ks Reg $19 68

Valiant 7 pc. aluminum

Only 6 to sell
Model no. 22202

ti

19 Pr,nte, s
measure
21 Caving bird
:22 Totals
24 Ow of Celebes
Agreement
28 Seine
29 Make amends
31 Want
.,33 Note of scale
34 Walk
Levantine

8:0C
12:0(
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ft

Native metal
Bone
Iron
Sharp reply
Stew
Mans
rucl,naryse
16 Teun of
endearment
18 Pa It.flt

the arumal's mother took it up
the three and left there—five
days earlier
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By United Press International
A new sunglass adapter tdrns
prescription glasses into sunglasses for less than $I, the
manufacturer says. The adapter
is a shaped piece of tough
plastic that fits inside the glast.i-and wraps around the sides.
The manufacturer says the
adapter will not scratch lens of
existing, clear prescription
glasses. The adapter fits all
sizes of glasses.
(DeVore Sales Co., 4469
Bermuda Ave., San Diego,
Calif.)
*•
A new party snack tray
holds a glass in a removable
coaster base, plus one-person
portions ot chips, hors
d'oeuvres, and other finger
foods. The manufacturer says
the tray and drink holder
should take the spills out of
cocktail parties, receptions, and
other stand-up socials.
(Hudson House, P.O. Box
212, Stoneham, Mass.)
••
The manufacturer says "the
first automatic lipstick liner'
can make your by.as expressive
as your eyes. "The soft little
brush applies just the right
amount of liquid color automatically every time and defines the mouth softly and
naturally," the manufacturer
added.
(Charles of the Ritz)
Ca.
A new spherical-shaped
"videosphere"offers something
new in the way of black and
white television. The roundshaped television set can be
rotated,tilted up or down from
a swivel base or suspended from
the ceiling, the manufacturer
says. The spherical television
set can be used with battery
If you with litter will disgrace
packs,for the, ultimate in portaAnd spoil the beauty of this
bility.
place
(JVC Videosphere, Del May indigestion rack your
monico International)
chest
And ants invade your pants
Now You Know
and vest.
By United Press International
There is no report on
The European fire salamanshether the curse works on the der, salamandra slamandra, LI
despoilers of the scenery.
.. so named because ancient
Seed said he was surprised to
learn that Switzerland, where alchemists believed it could
some beautiful Alpine lakes withstand fire.

1
4
6
11
13
15

fat tor, especially in the men's
line Men are liberating themsely is and spending more money OH fur coats.
"Rather than make actual
fake furs to imitate the real fur
we also decided to give them
Manic status. So we decided
men could wear pile fabrics
whether it looks like real fur or
not. What we actually did was
decide to take the fakes and
e a man fashion.
"I think the fake fur should
be sold right alongside the real
furs and maybe this will avoid
controversy. Then if somebody
has a hangup about 'blood on
my hands from an animal' you
can ask 'how about polluting
the rivers with polyesters?'
"I keep thinking about an
otherwise intelligent woman
who said she wouldn't wear
real fur and then bought
herself a suede coat."
Pik coats
Some of the pile coats he

TREE-TOP RESCUE
TRING, England ( UPI)—
firemen Friday rescued a kitten
from a treetop Residents said
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Nestles Quick

1 oz. bottle
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LISTERINE
Big K's Reg. $1.47

CHOCOLATE
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For Extra Dry Skin
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With Coupon
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Sudden Beauty
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SLEEPING
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37g

Big ICs Reg. $15.9S
• With Coupon

Proctor Silex Portable

Void after Nov 28, 1971

With Coupon

mother

62 Hebrew letter
54 Behold'

WS1.4.1

38 Note of scale
40 Sluggish
42 Harvests
45 Man's name
4) Antlered
animal
49 Barracuda
..40 Offspring
32 Woody plant
44 Babylonian ,
deny
55 Printer's
measure
56 Gift
59 Note of scale
Al Mend
63 Moves sidewise
65 IS.nd of hat
66 Man's
67
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8:00 A.M.
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Greer
Grade A L

gland
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prize

black
n with
white
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EGGS

'Treone
:hosen
ietition
;ouncil
vesant
best
ELS

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12th STREET

Lous
aid a
nit the
s pure

3doz- $1

We Reserve The Right To Limit

Prices Good

11-22 thru 11-30

(LIMIT: 3 DOZ.)

Extra Lean
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

Y4 LOIN

.69;
Cutlet
Pork
FRYERS
PK. CHOPS
Brundige

Whole or
Cut-Up
Family Pak

,h 57
94

SLICED SLAB

BACON

lb.

5

FRESH
3 Lbs. or More

Fresh
Ground
Beef Ib.65;

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

Fresh

PK. ROAST

CHICKEN LIVERS

lb

'SMOKED JOWL 3 99st
69

Delta

with BEANS

it CHILI

lb.

89

HYDE PARK
BROWN & SERVE

3

15-oz
cans

59'
401 coo

Hyde Park

Pure Vegetable

CRISCO

31b. can

88' TOMATO JUICE

Oranges

5-lb.
bag

59' 0YelrilowIONS

3-lb. bag

3

JU GRAPEFRUIT

29
'

t
Ea.19

16 OUNCE

No. 303
Can

8-Bot
Ctn.
with bottles

(LIMIT 6)

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
limit 1 Per Family,

Rirdseve

Expires 11-30-71
Good only at Storey's

y

BEANS PEPSI COLAS

(With Coupon Below)

Expires II M
Good only at Store),'s

(With Coupon Below)

GREEN

48;
48

COFFEE
CR
LARGE
E Stalk

ENGLISH MT

Qt

FOLGER'S

'1

Ruby Red

MIRACLE WHIP

SAFE 3ithr,39t MIRACLE
wHip •.
GUARD

BOLOGNA lb.65

10-oz. Jar

SALAD DRESSING

COUPON
Limit I Per Fun]],
Compleetion slip

SLICED ALL-MEAT

34::

Fruit Pies 3f089;

FLORIDA

39

Shank
Portion

I Pride of Illinois

Morton

12 CL
Pkgs.

Qt

5-1b. bag

FLOUR

Bread

ROLLS

$ 00

Pillsbury

Kelly's

HAM SLICES

HAM

lb.

4-Roll
Pkgs.

b.35

Southern Belle Fully Cooked

Sliced

Tissue
BONELESS

PORK LIVER

AWAKE
Expires 11-30-71
Good only at Storey's

TISSUE 2

,

139t

1-.xpires 11 10 ,
nod only at Storey 's

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Folgers

COFFEE

1.0. 99,
jar

Expires 11-30-71
Good only at Storey's

COUPON p43745
Limit I per family
Goldmedal

FLOUR" 99t
bag

Expires 11-30-71
Good Only Al Storeys

;
11

COUPON
•
Limit 1 per family
liquid

VEL

39C

Good Only At Storeys

-OW
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STAR TALK

Dylan is
a child
of times

ROSES IiiitirsgivRIG SP CPUS
In Murray

By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
Question: ''Songwriter Bob
Dylan is now 30. If the kids
don't trust anyone over that
age, will they still dig his
music?"
Answer: Positively! For the
generation which reached maturity and fell in love during the
sixties, Bob Dylan is enshrined,
like the Beatles, in a special
category.
ltiis bard of the youth rebellion was born Bob Zimmerman
on May 24, 1941, in Duluth,
Minn. He selected his stage
name in honor of the poet Dylan
Thomas, one of his early idols.
Perhaps because he knows
how revealing a horoscope can
be, Dylan refuses to divulge his
birth how. Yet we can profit
from a study of his solar chart.
On the day he was born, Sun
was in restless, brilliant
Gemini, the Zodiac sign of
writers. Gemini is a dual sign,
and Dylan has a dual personality. One side of him
craves the acclaim he worked
so hard to achieve; the other
side wants to flee into isolation
when his public gets too close.
Here is a youth who left high
school without his diploma, yet
was saluted by Princeton with
an honorary degree.
Dylan has seven — count
'en, seven — planets in close
formation. Marching through
the solar twelfth house
1. secrets) come the Moon
( which represents women),followed by Saturn
Fate),(
Uranus (rebellion), Jupiter
(good fortune), Sun (life
energy), Venus (love) and
Mercury ( writing ). All these
are crammed into something
like 38 Zodiac degrees.
Result? This is a lopsided
chart, which makes for a lopsided personality.
One could argue that such
conditions must be present, if a
genius like Dylan's is to find its
voice. Show me a nice, well-adjusted horoscope in perfect
harmony, and I will show you a
person who coasts through life,
accomplishing little
What did these heavenly
bodies contribute? Moon represents the public for an entertainer; we speculate that Dylan's Moon is in the
charismatic thirteenth degree
of Taurus. Saturn was nearby,
adding one touch of genius
Fred Astaire had Sun here).
Uranus made Dylan want to be
boss, in any situation. Jupiter
promised success in music
I composer Richard Strauss
had Mercury here).
Oddly enough, it was the
location of gentle Venus, in
early Gemini, which hinted
that our man would become a
social critic. A true child of our
times, Dylan sensed the rebellion growing around him and
put it into words and music.
"How many times," he asks
us, "can a man turn his head
and pretend that he lust doesn't
see?" He continues, "The
answsr, my friend, is blowin in
the wind,,,."
His songs, of course, became
the rallying point for the young.
One thinks instantly of "The
Times They Are A-Changing,"
and "Like A Rollin' Stone." On
a lighter note, one recalls,
"Lay, Lady, Lay" and "Mr.
Tambourine Man." This writer
is fond of "Positively Fourth
Street."
We believe it was the adverse
aspect of Pluto ( Death') to his
Moon ( the public) which
caused Dylan to think of retiring after his auto accident. The
idea of becoming a mystery
man already had some appeal
for him. !Neptune is in the
same degree as Greta Garbo's
Sun. They share a genuine love
of isolation,)
Mercury ( writing) is strong
in its own sign, Gemini, from
which it makes an unfriendly
aspect to Neptune
Dylan may have a folksy
musical manner, but he is
sharp as any city boy Even his
long silences are revealing.
Dylan is probably familiar
with the saying, "Silence is
more important than speech.
Our words only announce what
we have already decided, in
silence."
Glancing at the year ahead,
we note that Mars now opposes
Neptune. By their very natures, these planets are incompatible Dylan's year will be
superchanged, emotionally. He
could become highly excitable,
easily irritated and prone to
rash decisions. He should avoid
all drugs and medications, except on the advice of his doctors.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-THURS.
Fri.-Sat 9A.M.-10 P.M.

14.

41w.

\t:\

Sunday 12:30-6 P M.

LADIES
i
(f1

Prices Good Mon.-Tues-Wed., November 22-23-24

• .ROSE'S will be CLOSED Thanksgiving Day
LADIES
DRESSES
GIRL'S COATS
IDEAL FOR SCHOOL!

PANT AND
VEST SET

100% POLYESTER

2 Styles - Sizes 7-14

A neat tailored look in blue,
yellow or brown. Zipper front,
patch pockets. Accented with top
stitching.

•Navy Blue yin-Suede, tough
all-weather material resists staining.
Belted, double breasted. Fake fur
collag, cuffs.
•Acrytc Pile fake fur trimmed
trtuecTi look fabric. Belied

Solid Color Similar to
Illustration
•55% Cotton
•45% 'Rayon
Wide leg slacks accented
by a smart long vest

with hood.

Reg. to $1_1.88
Reg. $3.99
Sizes 816
MACHINE WASHABLE

USE ROSE'S LAY-AWAY,
IT'S FAST, CONVENIENT!
Nary,

LADIES BOOT

LOOKING FOR A GIFT FOR
THAT SPECIAL FELLOW?

Biue

Brown

SAVE
AT
ROSE'S!

MEN'S SHIRT
& TIE

Sizes 8-16

.\\

$493
GIRLS BOOTS

Shirt is easy care 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton

Bisckur brown

A.M.-F.M. RADIO

Reg.
6.96

$699
ELECTRIC BLANKET
•U.L. Approved

• Single Control

•Washable

• Asstd. Colors

Reg.
s9.93

TWO WOOD-TONE SPEAKERS

Reg.
$99

$88

$397

Little Girls Will Love . . .

TIMEY
TELL

96

8

Set her magic
watch, hear her
say the hour and
what to play
by MATTEL

BOY'S or GIRL'S

MOTOROLA PORTABLE
TELEVISION

BICYCLE
Now's the time to buy that bike!

Use Rose's Fast, Convenient Lay-Away!

12" Diag.
Screen
tip,htweight

$3996
RANKAMERICARD
wohirwv. ,4,i,

$88

Reg. '99.95

Sizes 5-10

Reg.
'5.97

BOXED GIFT SET

8-TRACK STEREO
TAPE PLAYER

Black or Brown
Stretch Vinyl

$129'

WINCHESTER
WESTERN

SWIVEL-TOP
resit
real

-77
PRESTONF

SHOTGUN
SHELLS
12 Ga Dove
& Quail Load
25 to box
$

92

PEAK
ANTI-FREEZE
Mixes with other brands

Reg. '1.68

e
30'

1 38
gal.

Pre Mixed

WINDSHIELD
WASHER

ELECTRIC
HEATER

SPRITE
No Deposit
Bottle

trr
il

VACUUM
CLEANER
•Powerful GE

motor lubricated for lifetime use
•Complete "lock-on" attachments for every cleaning chore
•Kinkless hose for easy, long-lasting use
•Swivel-top designed for effortless "all around" cleaning

•Portable
•Fan Forced

Lay-Away Now
for Christmas!

$2988
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Pollution
perils pe
in Tokyo
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TOKYO — Worsening
vironrnental pollution in
Largest city in the world
(musing serious disease
Only among human beings
also among pets.
The number of pets treated
animal hospitals in the Tcl
and the Keihin (Tok
Yokohama) industrial be
where air pollution is regard
as the worst in the nation,
sharply increased in rece
years.
Most of the canine patients
brought to these hospitals
suffer from bronchitis and
asthma and lack of appetite —
symptoms which are similar to
ailments suffered by humans
who live in the industrial belt.
Usually a dog's cough would
Indicate the presence of
filariasis (a disease in dogs
brought on by filaria, vascular
parasites which enter the
pulmonary artery from the
heart). but dogs living in the
area examined for symptoms
of filariasis do not have the
parasites
and,
vascular
moreover, the dogs filarial
symptoms persist throughout
the year This indicates that
dogs. Like humans, are
seriously affe(ted by air
polluted by poisonous gases
emitted by factories and
automobiles.
Ear-splitting noise corn
frorn construction sites
aircraft in large urban areas
also a cause of sickness in d
and other pets. Sensitive pe
have become pathological
neurotic, insomniac and lo
their appetites after bein
exposed to constant nerv
racking sounds. Some mynahs
and parrakeets even suff
from depilatory disease a
epilepsy due to the neuros'
The noise also has made som
dogs sexually impotent.
Canaries are supposed
sihg but an increasing numbi
of them seem to have lost the
ability to sound off because
pollution.
Chemical laboratories a
universities and big industrta
firms used to keep canaries a
a wort of "detector" to Enamour*
poisonous gas contents in t.h
air because the bird has littl
resistance to poison gases
Stopping of chirping had serv
as a warning against heavy
contamination of air. Most
the birds no longer are used f
this because they themselv
have become victims of a•
pollution.
Although this has nothing to
do
with
environmenta
pollution itself, the over
crowding of major Japanese
cities, particularly Tokyo and
Yokohama, is resulting in less
exercise for pets. As a result o
this and more and better food
dogs and cats are falling victim
to diseases associated with
obesity.
Some of the fat dogs and cats
suffer failing eyesight and
abnormal falling out of fur.
Some have hernias. Fat dogs
and cats tend to become impotent if they are male and
sterile if they are female,
possibly due to accumulation of
fats in the ovary and uterus.
A pet consultant who had just
returned from a trip abroad
said the average life of pets in
lesser developed countries is 12
or 13 years while it is only
seven or eight in Japan, indicating the state of environmental conditions in this
country.

To be sure and not disappointed, select
your Holiday Poultry at Porkers

We Will Be Closed Thanksgiving Day

FineTbods for
`Thanksgivinq Menus!
INSTANT

Mrs. Shirley Sue Stom, 223 S.
11th , Murray, Mrs. Jill Diane
Ross, Rt. 1, Murray, Miss Janeen
Leigh Outland, Almo, Master
Joseph William Beard, Jr., Rt. 1,
New Concord, Mrs. Vera May
Taylor, Rt. 5, Benton, Greely
Burnett, Box 96, Hazel, Bruce
William Bowers, Hart Hall MSU,
urray, Mrs. Janice Kay Hays,
t 1, Kirksey, Charles Dale
emp, Rt. 7, Murray, Lelon Max
arley, 316 Woodlawn, Murray,
.eo Jantry McKinney, Rt. 3,
urray, Mrs. Eula Lou Newton,
versity Trailer Park, Murray,
rs Bonnie Sue Bumpous and
shy Girl, Coach Estates,
urray, Mrs. Charlotte Grace
terworth and Baby Boy, Rt. 4
x 158, Murray, Mrs. Novella
endricks Hurt, Rt. 3, Puryear,
enn., John James Hanes, 503
ichardson, Murray, Aubrey
tt Rutland, Rt. 1, Dexter,
lbert Hawkins (expired), 801
ashington, Mayfield

COFFEE

%%Kull

We have a large selection of TURKEYS, A
SIZE FOR EVERY FAMILY — DUCKS, GEESE,
TURKEY ROAST, TURKEY BREAST, OYSTERS
for Dressing — at the LOWEST MARKET
PRICE ON SALE TODAY!

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
"Unsweetened
46-oz. can 2/89t
Pink"

WE HAVE
REYNOLDS

BROVVN-1N-BAGS
DEL MONTE

KRAF'NPAINIATIIRE 4

MARSHMALLOWS
Bag
Lrg. 16-oz.

FROSTY SEAS

PUREX

FISH STICKS
MORTON PUMPKIN & MINCE

FLAVOR:KIST

FRENCH FRIES

PRODUCE

CRACKERS

FOR GROWING FAMILIES
FRESH CRISP FLORIDA

PET RITZ

PIE SHELLS
OTEFVEGBLS.

19
19s
9$
Doz39'
ib.10t

CELERY

PUNCH LAUNDRY

DETERGENT

bunch

OCEAN SPRAY FRESH

"Knocks Out Dirt

1-1b. bag
FANCY RIPE CHIQUITA

lb.

PEPPERIDGE FARM

FANCY RED SWEET

MUSSELMAN'S

SPICED APPLE RINGS

rAlithm oo

Good Only at Parker's mom'loll
this valuable coupon

39' l)9
SUPER VALUE PRE-BAKED

coupon

Without this I

ROLLS

Hospital Report
November 16, 1971
ADULTS 95
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSION
DISMISSALS

NtiVEMI3Eit Z2, 11

MONDAY

Pkg of 12
FLAVORITE BRAND

Reg. 39'

Only

29t iuuu

EN on

Good through 11/24/711111...1.

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A I0-oz. JAR OF
+NSTANT

MAXWELL HOUSE"COFFEE
AT

Parker's Mkt.

. YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"
Located in Downtown
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE
II
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Pluck, plus skill adds up to feat
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI) The fact that Cameron Rene
(Cammie) Bohren observed her
fourth birthday is something of
a miracle.
Cammie was brought to
Children's Hospital Medical
Center gravely ill with encepha-

litis and chicken pox.
Doctors can find no case in
medical records in which a child
with her type of brain disease
has survived.
If encephalitis develops as
a complication of chicken pox
(and this itself is rare), it usual.

ly attacks the cerebellum, the
part of the brain which controls coordination of movement.
The child may stagger for a few
days, perhaps lose his balance,
and the condition disappears.
ln'Canimie's case, encephalitis attacked the cerebrum, the

main part of the brain which
forms the largest part of the
central nervous system.She had
massive brain swelling, which
usually kills.
Because the brain is a closed
compartment, the swelling
pushes the lower part of the

.

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday Evening *
CH. 3
WSIL
5:30 News
6:00 Cactus Pete
6:25 Weather
6:30 Sherman
7:00 Nan. 4 Prot
7:30 Blackman
II:00 Football
11:00 News
11:34 Judd
12:30 News

CH.4
WSM
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Movie
II:00 Movie
10:00 News
1030 Tonight

CH 5
WLAC
6:30 Dead-Alive
7:00 Gunsmoke
11:00 Lucy
630 Doris Day
9:00 3 Sons
9:30 Arnie
10:00 News
10.30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Gm. Acres
7:00 Laugh-In
II:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

-

-

CH. 8
WSIX
5:30 News
6:00 Andy Grit.
6:30 Movie
8:00 NFL
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

CH. 12
KFVS
5:30 News
5:45 Scoreboard
5:50 Weather
6,00 News
10:15 Weather
10:25 Sports
10:30.Griff in

CH. 29
WDXR
4:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
/9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat Feat
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

-

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday
..6:00 Mor
6:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour' ..., 7:00 Today
900 Dinah
10:00 USDA
9:30 Concert.
10:30 That Girl
WOO Sale-Cen.
11:00 Bewitched
10:30 Squares
1130 Password
Jeopardy
11:00
12:00 My Child.
11:30 WWW
12:30 Make-Deal
Noon
12:00
N
1:00 Newlyweds
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Dating
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Gen.HosP.
2:00 An World
2:30 One Life
2:30
Promise
3:00 Love Am.
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Matinee
Virginian
3:30
5:00 Cluth Car.
%op Mayberr y
5:30 News
5:25 Wea -Spts
6:00 Cactus
5:30 News
6:25 Weather
6:00 News
6:30 Mod Sad
6:30 Ironside
7:30 Movie ,
9:00 Marcus Welby 7:30 Sorge
8:00 Fun, Side
10,00 Weather
9:30 Chan.
10.30 Cavett
10:00 News
12:00 News
10:30 Tonight

5:45 Journal
6:00 News
6:30 N'Ville
AM
7:55 Kitt.
Korn.
11:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Tell-Truth
9:10 T or C
10:00 Pam. Affair
10:30 Love of Life
11:00 Heart Is
11:30 Search
12:00 Singing Con.
12:29 News
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love Is
1:10 Guiding Light
200 Secret Storm
1 30 Edge of Night
3 00 Gomer
Pyle
3 30 Gilligan
4 00 Movie
5 25 News
6 00 News
6.30 Campbell
5-0
7:40 Hawaii
11:30 Cannon
9.30 WLAC-TV
10:00 I4ews
10,30 Movie

7:00 Today
6:00 Sun. Sem.
4:30 McCoys
10:00 Movie
6. 30 Break. Show 11:40 Peopte,
9:00 Dinah
7:00 BOZO
7,00 News
8:30 Romper
9:30 content.
11:50 Sew ing
11.00 Kangaroo
10:00 Sale Cen. ,:01110.601
12:00 Gourmet
9:00 Lucy
10:30 Squares
9:341 Hill Illos
12:30 3 On A Match
11:00 Jeopardy
10:00 Mov.Dalhe 9:30 Hillbillies
1:00 Movie
10:00 Fam. Affair
11:30 W-W-W
10:30 That DWI
2:57 News
10:30 Love-Life
11:55 News
11:30
11:00 Where Heart 300 Movie Game
12:00 News
11:00 Bewitched
4:00
Bozo
11:25 News
12:15 Pastor
11:30 Flipper
5:00 Now End
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp.
12:00 My Child
Pic. 5.30 Munsters
12:00 Farm
12:30 make-Deal
12:55 Calendar
5:57 News
12:05 News
1:00 Lives
1:00 Newlyweds
Weather
Dating
12:20
1:30 Doctors
6:00 Movie
1:30
12:30 World Turns 7:27 News
2:00 World
2:00 Gen Hosp.
1:00 Love
Many 7:30 Theater 29
2:30 Promise
2:30 One Life
1:30 Guiding Light 9:35 Weather
3:00 Somerset
3:00 Password
2:00 Sec Storm
9:40 News
4:10 Popeye
3:30 Love Am
2:30 Edge Night
9:53 Harvey
4:00 Gilligan
4:00 Jeannie
4:30 Dan Boone 4:30 Green Acres 3:00 Lassie
10.00 Creat Feat.
100 Virginian
10:30 Movie
5:00 News
5:30 News
S 30 News
12:00 sports
5:30 News
6:00 News
Campbeii
6
10
Grit
lronside
Andy
6:30
6:00
• 30 Hawaii
9-0
7:30 Sarge
6:30 Mod Sq
8 30 Cannon
21:30 Funny Side 7:30 Movie
Al
Onofrlo
10
9
M.D
9:30 Dragnet
9:00 Welby,
10:00 News :
10:00 Takes Thief 10 00 News
10 30 Mery Grit:ft
10:30 Toni017--11:00 News
12 00 Late
Hegel.
11:30 Cavett
-

PEANUTS
PEANUTS

HOW DO le00

LIKE IT?

WELL, IF I WERE TRAPPED
ENEMY LI141E5 AND Tit
WAS 1141IM-BELO(d-Z • I MI6HT
6001)...
5Ai1 IT TA5TED

-et
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A Prayer For

brain,controlling vital functions
involving heart and lungs,down
through the spinal column. But
doctors were able to control
the swelling by medication.
The moment Cammie came
into the hospital, doctors realized she was going to stop
breathing. Thee- placed a tube
through her nose to her trachea
so they would be ready when
the time came. Exactly 10
hours later, she stopped breathing. They hooked her to a waiting respirator.
"That might have been the
single tkost important thing we
did for her," says Dr. Edward
Connolly. "There was no significant period,as far as we know,
when her brain was deprived of
oxygen."
Doctors believed she was
dying that first long night. Both
her lungs collapsed. Two members of the staff and a nujae
took turns applying pq.tcoral
drainage(a pounding t nique)
throughout the nigh)
on remainCammie's co
ed grave. Her rigs continued
to collapse,ile developed pneumonia, ere was bleeding in
her aldmach (common in digs of the central nervous
stem) and liver damage, now
known to be minor.
Every two hours, day and
night, pdsosniel from the physical therapy department administered postural drainage.
On the third day, Cammie
opened her eyes and looked
around: That was all. She could
not move, any other part of her
body, breathe for herself or
even keep her heart going with
her own flagging system.
Respirators breathed for her,
and medication was given to
block the nerve from the brain
to the heart to interrupt its
message to stop. Her heart was
beating only 20 to 30 times a
minute, but the medication
speeded it up again.
A tracheotomy was performed. Cammie a breathing
was maintained on a positive
pressure respirator, which works
well for a while, but cannot
be used indefinitely became it
makes no allowances for improvement or deterioration of
the patient's lungs.
The time came when she could
no longer tolerate the respirator.
Doctors knew she would die
without a volume cycle respirator, which has a computer-like
,I mechanism and built-in "sighcycle."
Unfortunately-, Children's
Hospital did not own such a

By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Religion Writer
A prayer for this season:
That time is here again, 0
Lord.
The season we call "Thanks-

game, or having the family in 'They have become great
for a big turkey dinner.
and rich,
We feel a little constrained "They have grown fat and
about this business of being sleek.
publicly thankful for what we "They know no bounds inhave together as Americans. deeds of wickedness;
lvrng
Some of us-the younger ones "They judge not with justice
By act of: Congress and especially-are not so sure the cause of the fatherless and
solemn proclamation of the what we've got is worth they do not defend the rights of
President, we Americans are bragging about - or being the needy.
supposed to join together next thankful for.
"Shall I not punish them for
Thursday in thanking you for
Many more of us simply take these things? says the Lord,
the blessings you have be- it all for granted.
"And shall I not avenge
stowed upon us as a natio%
A few of us are embarrassed myself on a nation such as
Actually, Lord, as you well by the riches of a nation which, this?"
know, most of us will put the having 6 per cent of the world's
Not the most cheerful thought
holiday to more "practical" people, annually gobbles up to ponder next Thursday
uses, such as Starting a four- nearly 50 per cent of its goods. between your turkey dinner and
day weekend trip, or raking We wonder whether we should the football game. But it just
leaves, or watching a football thank you for this largesse-or might be terribly relevant.
fall to our knees in repentance
respirator.
for failing to be more generous
Doctors began using hand
in sharing our wealth with
respiraticm and calling other
hunger-bloated babies in Cal - BULLET-PROOF CHAMBER
hospitals in the area.
MANILA (UPI) -Construccutta
refugee camps and
Finally, Dr. David Dugan
tion
began
today on
a
African
children
whose
bodies
located in another Oakland hoscontroversial
bullet-proof glass
pital the type of respirator the are tortured by bilharzia.
Of course, Lord, there also partition at the session hall of
little girl needed. After six
are
among us people who think the house of representatives to
hours of hand respiration, she
protect the Philippines' 110
was placed on the volume cycle we deserve to be richer and congressmen.
respirator. Within three hours, better-fed and better-housed
she took a dramatic turn for than anyone else. We got here Members of
Congress themthe better.
by hard work and good old selves were
in disagreement
For the next few weeks, American ingenuity, they say, about
the project, estimated ID
Cammie could breathe for her- so let's live It up and enjoy it,
self intermittently for 10 to 25 and don't kid ourselves about cost between $23,=
$333,333minutes. Then she would tire. giving God any credit for it.
For anyone else, it would be
And that suggests something A
spokesman for Speaker
like havfng a 50-pound lead that a
majority of us might Cornell° T.
weight strapped to the chest
Villareal said the
agree
that
we
can
and
should
r and trying to breathe.
be thankful for on this wiming partition was necessary to
,protect the congressmen from
Gradually her muscles became stronger and from the end day of national Thanksgiving. an
"Invasion" by
unruly
We thank you, gracious
of May until June 19, Cammie
demonstrators. There
have
Father,
for your infinite pa- been several
seemed to improve daily withoccasions when
tience with us.
out major setbacks.
anti -government
protesters
We thank you for not having
Then the night of the 19th
have disrupted proceedings at
she stopped breathing again. As -yet-administered the kind of the session hall.
doctors poureó ints$ the room, come-uppance to us which you
Cammie went into a cpma. Phy- were always doling out to the
sicians feared she 9tad lost all -people of ancient Israel who
PABLAYS DAUGHTER SUES
she had gained, but within 15 dared to call themselves God's
GRASSE, France (UPI) minutes, under vigorous treat- people, just as we, with
ment, she regained conscious- perhaps greater temerity, like Paloma Ruiz Picasso, 22 filed a
lawsuit Friday asking that she
ness.
to refer to America as "a be legally
recognized as the
Cammie now is at the Kaiser nation under God.'
natural daughter of Pablo
Rehabilitation Center iri nearby
Give us grace, merciful Lord, Picasso, the world
renowned
Vallejo. She goes to physical to
apply honestly to our own painter.
therapy every day during the
week and goes home with her nation and our own time the
parents in Concord on week- words of warning you spoke to Her brother, Claude, filed a
the people of Israel 2,500 years
ends.
suit on the same grounds last
Tomorrow she will be doing ago through the prophet Jere- year but an appeals court
miah:
something she did not do toturned it down.
"I brought you into a
day.She moves her head, waves
both hands and moves both feet plentiful land to enjoy its fruits Paloma and Claude
are the
and its good things.
She talks a mile a minute.
children of Francoise Gilot, who
"But
when
you came in you
spends most of her day in a
lived
Picasso from 1946 to
wheelchair and loves to so defiled my land Sod made my 1963. with
Picasso obtained a court
heritage an abomination
out in the Ion.
order in 1961 permitting both
''This people has a stubborn
"She's recovering," say
children to use his name
Connolly."I fully expect to see and rebellious heart; they have
without his admitting paternity
her walk and ride a bicycle.
turned aside and gone away ...
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SHERAOF AND TAKE)
KIM "-I WANT TO ;
HEAR Et-ID OF _
VULGARILLAS
STORIES !./ —
141IL
CUTE!!

If part of your business is moving things from
Point A to Point B, we offer a great little helper.
The Datsun Pickup, America's number one selling
import truck. It doesn't cost a lot to buy.
At up to 25 miles per gallon, it doesn't cost a lot
tod-urt. With its overhead cam engine it gets
things done like any other self-respecting pickup
If you'd like tcAhell out less arid keep more...
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

BATSON
FROM

NISSAN WITH PRIDE

SECTION I: Thal
necessary and dest
following describe(
adjacent and centi
present boundary
City- of Murray, I
annexed to said Cit,
Kentucky, and be
thereof, to-wit:
Beginning at a
southwest corner (
Street and College
thence west to a
northeast corner of
property; thence so
on the southwes
Meadow Wood
thence east to a p(
18th Street; theno
North 18th Street tA
beginning.
SECTION II: TI
intention of City
Kentucky, to ahne
Murray, Kentucky
become a part 1
territory described I
hereof.
ADOPTED
01
READING ON THE
OCIDBER, 1971.
ADOPTED 014
READING ON THE
NOVEMBER.

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun

COMMON COUD
CITY OF MUM
KENTUCKY

So. 12th Street — Open Evenings Till 8:00 — Phone 753-7114

By Holmes Eli
City of Murray,
TTEST:
Nord Andrus, Cl
tY of Murray,Ky.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Nit i It I
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
at
c
r
fp":0"wi
1-MOS'l*NEW two bedroom SMALL
FARM: good location,
.All paneled, business or future investment.
One mile East Murray, ap-,
proximately 10 acres pasture.
finance to right party. Phone Hog wire fencing,
CATALOG AGENCY
FOR FRIDAY & SATURDAY
stables, water
492-2595.
N23C Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
Has Limited Supply of
NOVEMBER 26 & 27
For appointment call 436STATISTICS SHOW your best
2173.
TFC
investment is Real Estate and
one of the best investments we
54"
sil know about
is this 425 acre farm NEW TM.. isiloom duplex
West of -Mina. The'value can't go apartmeMIMIEraneat and air,
[
wall to wall carpeting. Low down
anywhere but up.
I ii
payment with assumable loan.
Magnificent two-story VicUsually '3.98 yd.
torian style home. A once in a Phone 753-2381 or 753-1585. D1C
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
„lifetime chance to own a place
Extra
yd
with distinction. Graceful
FOR RENT
stairway, 7 bedrooms, 2/
1
2 baths,
Special! 7
elegantly carpeted, modern FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
SPIIMIRS
TI KNIT'S
...rr
.rre-lii
i Are PatJaa kitchen, 3 fireplaces. You must Living room, kitchen, bathroom
Eat Yo.tr Home
see this home to appreciate the with shower
and bath. 1 or 2
Rib & Ribless
Reg. '2.98
1..ci• g Si
true charm of yesterday with bedrooms, Zimmerman Aparttoday's conveniences.
ments, South 16tki St7-1.1. Phone
Near Kenlake we have 26 acres 753-6609.
NOW $1.59 yd
N23C
on the highway for just $12,100.
---'--- - ------7- ---... ROAtNSS
Beautifully arranged, im- TWO BEDROOM
•
Carry Germs
unfurnished
maculate, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, house in
45"
60" Printed
Hazel. Phone Fulton
cfn woo coo
fully carpeted home.Central heat Young,7534233.
N23C
iLds air, patio, den, large kitchen
PESTS
-VIM built-ins. You could be very
comfortable in this "Lovely". An NEW'
to wall carpet with central heat
Reg. 13.98 yd.
excellent buy at $24,750.
and
air. $110.00 per month. Phone
Reg. 17.98 yd.
Carpeted, 2 bedroom home.
TFC
Nice trees in yard,close to Carter 753.7850.
School. Available for immediate
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
NOW
NOW
possession. Make us an offer on HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x55', two
bedrooms, electric heat, three
a day the year round „ Winter and Summer this one.
3/
1
2 acres on Hazel Highway, miles from Murray. Phone 753N22C
about 4 miles from town. $3750. 7856 or 753-2583.
Nice 3 bedroom brick on
FURNISHED apartCalloway. Some carpeting, NEW
and
electric heat, drapes go with ment, built-in kitchen, dining
house, garage, lovely yard. area, living room, one bedroom,
Phone 492-8211
$21,500 will get you the deed and three closets, bath and hall.
Carpeted
throughout.
Nicely
immediate
possession.
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, K
Most attractive home on furnished. Adjoins college. All SHOW CASE, a real antique. RELAX
AND unwind with safe,
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
TFC About seven feet long, glass all
Johnson with 3 bedrooms, 2 private. Phone 753-8648.
effective GoTense tablets. Only
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
baths, den, dining room, study, 2
around the front, sides arid top. $.98 Holland Drug Store.
N24P
car garage, kitchen with all built- SMALL HOUSE,partly furnished Closed in back with sliding
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
ins, large entry hall, central heat at Lakeway Shores. Phone 436- wooden doors. Best offer. See at PENTA TREATED
lumber
v Member Chamber of Commerce & air. Owner wants to sell.
2103for more information. N22C Ledger and Times. Also have Resistant to rot and termites
Al.11.111.111k- We have 10 acres on Johnnie
four modern display islands Ideal for boat docks and any
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, FOR ALL your home additions, Robertson Road. Excellent TRAILERS, ONE 2 bedroom, made of metal in green abd white weather exposed uses Murray
building sites. Tract has 700 feet $25.00 per month. One 1 bedroom, with adjustable shelves. N3ONC Lumber Co., Maple Street,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and alterations, remodeling, etc.
of
road frontage.
$35.00 per month Phone 489Hardin
Phone
Murray,Kentucy.
topsoil.
3548569 or Free Estimates Phone 753ITC
Between Coldwater St Stella is 2595.
354.8161 after 6!00P.m.
D7C,6123
N22C
TFC
1955 FORD PANEL truck, 1967 BLACKTOP SEALER, 5 gallons
a real good 90 acre farm with
Olds Cutlass coupe, 1970-350 for $5.75. Murray Lumber
liveable house. Large tobacco
N72P Company.
barn, conservation lake. You FURNISHED UPSTAIRS Honda. Phone 753-1950.
ITC
apartment, corner 8th and Vine.
must see this one.
Couple
only.
$45.00
per
month.
Large 3 bedroom brick home
N23C
close to College. Big living room Phone 753-9293.
;
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Raw

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

ORDINANCE NUMBER 546, ,MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low
BEING
AN
ORDINANCE rates. Broad coverage. Excellent
DECLARING THE NEED, claim service. When you see me
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY don't think of Insurance, but
AND INTENTION OF THE CITY when you think of Insurance see
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO me Harding Galloway, Galloway
ANNEX
CERTAIN
CON- Insurance and Real Estate
TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE Agency Phone 753-5842.. .,_D2C
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY; AND ACCURATELY
DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES
If You
OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
Miss
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, PROPOSES TO ANCall.
NEX.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
Between 6:00 p.m.
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
and 7:00 p.m. In The

LOUISVILLE, KY.
Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

$4.50

Nesbitt Fabric
Sho

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

- DIRECT SERVICE

Polyester
Knits

/
2 baths,
with fireplace, 11
garage, extra storage , patio.
Good buy at $24,000.
Donald R. Tucker, Realtor
Member of Multiple Listing.
Phone 753-4342.
Associates; Edna Knight, home
phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home
N22C
phone 753-8959.

TWO BEDROOM duplex, carpeted, electric heat and air
conditioning. $90.00 per month.
Phone 753-5421.
TFC
TRAILER WITH concrete patio,
2/
1
2 miles west of Murray. Phone
N22P
753-1353 after 4:00 p.m.

CAESAR'S

*
*

1302 Chestnut
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.

*

*
*

*
*

PIZZABURGER2
'
99c:

*
* Reg. 69' each
SAVE 39`ir
APARTMENT; *YOU

*
WITH THIS COUPON *

MAGNOLIA DRIVE-Three FURNISHED
bedroom, large living room, living room, bedroom, bath and ******************
CARROLL'S PLUMBING Sis
AUTOS FOR SALE •
paneled family room, two baths, kitchen, private entrance and
THREE 12 Gauge model 97 ONE of the'finer things of lifeMaintenance, Coldwater. Phone
dishwasher, built in driveway. All utilities furnished.
carpeted,
Winchester pump guns, all Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent
N3OP 1969 CORVETTE COUPE, range,
489-2295.
and air Phone 753-5619 after 5:00 p.m
heat
central
original in perfect condition. One electric shampooer $1. Begley's
orange,
power steering and
N24P
conditioning, patio, large lot.
Mauser 7 mm and one 7.65. Other Drug Store.
NVC
BACKHOE OR dozer services. brakes, electric windows, tilt Now being offered at an atused guns. Reduced prices.
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone and telescopic steering wheel,
Available for
tractive
price
FOR SALE
Bilbrey's, 210 East Main. N22C
753-9807.
TFC AM-FM radio, stereo tape player, immediate occupancy.
CHICKENS, DUCKS, Bantams,
12'z60' CAPRICE mobile home,
burglar alarm, rally wheels, side
Pigeons, fancy and old time
Kirksey --Large ranch style
/
2 baths. ExWILL DO Interior Painting. Pipes, 427 motor, automatic home on Pi acres of land just three bedroom, 11
favorites. Large selection.
air
12'x60',
cellent
condition.
HOME,
MOBILE
Phone
7531966
transmission,
tires
on
new L-60
N22C
Phone 753-3484
Hubert Alexander, 3 miles south
north of Kirksey. Three 8232.
N22P conditioned, with or without
rear. One owner, 33,000 actual
328-8563.
Sedalia,
N29P
bedrooms, living room, den,
washer and dryer. Completely
miles. Phone Hazel, Kentucky,
Evening
large dining area, paneled room
HELP WANTED
SECTION I: That it is needful,
condition.
Excellent
furnished.
492-8722.
N24C
If you know your route
with beauty shop equipment.
necessary and desirable that the
Available immediately. Phone
CLEANING LADY, one day a
boy's number, please call
carport. Also a new shop type
following described lands lying
N22C SMALL MINI bike, perfect for
435-4892.
week. Must have transportation. 1963 RAMBLER, 660 Classic. building with an apartment on
him first. If you get no
Christmas gift. Honda 50. Both
adjacent and contiguous to the
ShirkY
Factory air, good tires, two extra the second floor. This is an opresults then call John
Phone 753-6344 after 5:00 p.m.
for $75.00. Phone 489-2324. N24C
present boundary limits of the
Center
Garden
10':50' COLONIAL MOBILE
N22C
wheels and tires with studs. portunity to combine a home with
Pasco , Jr. at the above
City of Murray, Kentucky, be
fiN N. 4th
home, 1964, fully furnished with MAKE BEATEN down carpet
N22C
number
$150.00.
489-2285.
during
Phone
the
hours
a
shop
beauty
business.
Call
us
annexed to said City of Murray,
WANTED: SECRETARY
exlisted
for a price on this combination 12x50 FULLY CARPETED, washer and dryer. Clean,
nap at doorways bright and fluffy
Kentucky, and become a part
bookkeeper. Must be able to keep 1964
cellent condition.Phone 474hardtop. business and home property.
OLDS
door
88,
two
again
with Blue Lustre. Big
quality
nice
of
real
Lots
$3250.00.
thereof, to-wit:
••••,
books, take shorthand, type, White
D3C
with red interior, power
K.
Kirksey-Real nice large brick mobile homes on lot. Special 1972
N27C
Beginning at a pofrientr-the ELECTROLUX SALES
salary
$325.00
per
month.
Make
& Sersteering and brakes, factory air. veneer home, three bedrooms, three bedroom double wide, only
southwest corner of North 18th vices, Box 213, Murray,
moulding
for
application
of
by
SIZES
THREE
writing to P.O. Phone 753-6058.
Ky., C.M
N222 built in range, dishwasher, $6995. Financing available on lot.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
Street and College Farm Road; Sanders,
picture frames. Murray Lumber
phone 382-2468, Far- Box 32-X, Murray, Kenhearing aid batteries for all make
carpeted throughout, electric We trade for anything of value.
thence west to a point on the mington, Kentucky.
tucky.
ITC
Company.
N22C
TFC
1965 MAROON CORY AIR, good heat, TV antenna, 5 acres. Priced Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 South
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N24C
northeast corner of Carl Poyner
condition. Phone 753-9119 after to sell.
Beltine Highway, Paducah,
property; thence south to a point
BURGER QUEEN accepting
1422C Let us show you these fine Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. D3C
"NEVER USED anything like
on the southwest corner of FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank employment applications. Apply 2:00p.m.
pieces of proerty.
it," say users of Blue Lustre
Meadow Wood Subdivision; installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC at the Burger Queen, 12th and
carpet cleaner. Rent new
thence east to a point on North
Chestnut between 12:00 and 2:00 1965 FORD VAN, glass all We are a member of the SWIVEL ROCKERS, recliners,
Multiple Listing Service.
electric shampooer $1. Western
loveseats and queen-size hide-a18th Street; thence north with FLYING TO FLORIDA, Wed- p.m.
N27C around. Excellent condition. 6
Claude L. Miller, Real Estate, bed. Sowell's Store, Aurora,
Auto, Home of 'The Wishing
North 18th Street to the point of nesday, November 24, corning
cylinder. Straight shift, low
231
16X35753-5064, 418 Main Street, 753- Kentucky,354-8176.
Well."
N24C
N23C
beginning.
back Sunday, 28th or 29th. Round AVON GIFTS for Christmas are: mileage. Phone 753-3143.
N22C
3059. John C. Neubauer,
SECTION II: That it is the trip $75.00. Prepaid. Phane A joy to receive, an
009 Thick
even greater
Associate Broker,753-7531. N23C
intention of City of Murray, Dennis Krol, 753-5721
joy to sell. For full information 1966 OPEL SPORT Coupe.
•
OVER 100 8-TRACK
These plates are perfect
Kentucky, to annex to Citx of evenings.
I" .2C call: after 7 p.m. collect 365-9424 Beautiful car. Excellent con1
Murray, Kentucky, so as to,
TAPES
ea
2.95
dition
$675.00. Phone 753for siding or roofing
or write Mrs. Janet Kunick
become a part thereof, the 5.
N22C
Manager Rt. 2, Box 136A, 8124.
LEACH'S
MUSIC
&
TV
barns, for placing around
territory described in SECTION I
BLUE MARLIN
Princeton,Ky.
TEN ROOM HOUSE
N27C
hereof.
Dixieland Shopping Center bottom of mobile home
1967 CHEVY CAPRICE, double
CLUB
TWO BATHS
ADOPTED
ON
FIRST
LOST & FOUND
Wed. Night
power, automatic, air, vinyl top,
READING ON THE
DAY OF
USED G.E. Refrigerator, cop- to keep out the wind
N23C
753-7745.
one
owner.
Phone
LOST: ONE Setter and one
THE MEN-SAY-SHUN.
OCTOBER, 1971.
LOT
pertone in excellent condition. and snow, and for many
8-12
1734tp
Pointer. Lost east of Almo. If
ADOPTED ON SECOND
753-8376 for more inPhone
1955 CROWN VICTORIA Ford. 4 miles out on 94 West
other uses such as
found phone 492-8508.
N23C
READING ON THE 11 DAY OF
N24C
formation.
Good condition. Original interior.
NOVEMBER.
-building out"
appreciate. Phone
110,000.00
SALE, Friday, FOUND: DACHSHUND puppy. Must see to
GARAGE
CONSOLE STEREO, refinished
N2'7C
492-8688.
COMMON COUNCIL,
Owner
must
identify
and
mice or rats.
pay
for
November 26, at 8:00 a.m. - 8:00
ice box, large modern lamp,
Phone 753-1518
CITY OF MURRAY,
N22C
p.m. at 817 North 19th Steet. this ad. Phone 753-1514.
Aladdin lamps, modern painting,
KENTUCKY
Phone 753-3858
HOUSE IN Hazel, six rooms and other small items. Phone 753WANT TO BUY
FOR LEASE
bath, screened porch, back porch 4727.
Call at
MAC
Clothing, dishes, bicycle, tires,
By Holmes Ellis, Mayor
made into large utility room. Set
toys,
baby
things,
electric
WANT
and
mixer, 20'x60' BUILDING. 307 North..4th
TO BUY; logs
City of Murray, Ky.
up for washer and dryer. large SPOTS before your eyes-on your
drapes, decoupage pieces, aolid Street. Central heat and air,
off standing timber. Also have for garden. Also three room apart- new carpet-remove them with
103 N. 4th St.
oak
work table, various street parking. Phone 753-5881, sale lumber and sawdust.
WEST:
ment. On city water and Blue Lustre. Rent electric
Christmas decorations and many Jean Lampkins,for inMurray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
Murray, Ky.
Andrus, Clerk
sewerage. If interested, phone shampooer. Murray Home &
household and utility items N24C formation.
.TFC
N24C Phone 753-4147
tT of Murray,Ky.
N24(
492-8347.
N23C Auto Store.
N27&

Your Paper

753-7278

BIRD FEEDERS

Aluminum
Plates

FOR SALE

SOld
thru
the

25' each
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Thieves Steal Old Cars
More Than Newer Models

#1*--

HANDS OFF-An unidentified Carlisle player has no intentions
of fouling Greg Howard 1T2 as he goes up for this basket.
Staff photo by David Hill

Scentsts
i i trying to revive Apollo

Houston, voted unanimous cameras and radiation sensors
approval of a resolution in- studied the moon's surface
dorsing the Apollo extension, from orbit and returned to
Your 19';'1 ur 1969 ear may have that older vehicles are stolen
with an unmanned lunar orbital earth many heretofore unlost some of its glamour, but not more often than newer models,
disclosed facts about our
mission in 1974.
to potential auto thieves, ac- which have better anti-theft
natural satellite.
cording to the Insurance In- devices and are treated more
Dr. Gast believes a strictly
"If we don't get in there and
formation Institute.
scrap, and prove to the federal lunar orbital mission in 1974
carefully by their owners.
In 1971, the number of auto After the newness has worn
space agency that this is really
could add even more to this
important and worthwhile, we
thefts may exceed one million off, many car owners tend to
store of information, more than
show
just might find that the Apollo
countrywide, and statistics
become negligent in guarding
enough to justify it.
spacecraft
system
winds
up
in
against theft, the I.I.I. notes.
One proposal along these
the
Smithsonian
Institution,"
Doors are left unlocked,
lines is a manned moonobserves
Dr.
Paul
Gast, mapping flight using an Apollo
sometimes with keys left in the
director of planetary and earth
I Continued from Page 1)
ignition or in "hidden" areas that
lunar lander as a scientific
sciences at the National
Though vehicles rolled across
observatory. Astronauts could
are familiar with.
all
thieves
Aeronautics
and
Space
Adnone
of
was
border,
there
the
circle the moon in a north-south
second
possible
A
reason
for
ministration's
Manned
the heavy U.S. air activity that
polar orbit for six to nine days
the
high
rate
of
older
model
theft
Spacecraft Center, Houston.
always accompanies a major
a command ship and then
in
increase
in
is the
steal-and-strip
allied push.
leave
the lunar landing craft in
The
idea
of
a
nonlanding
However, the Vietnamese operations, which rely on the
orbit to carry out automated
Apollo lunar orbital flight
for
spare
demand
parts
and
themselves staged an air raid
observation of the moon for
began to gather support after
accessories needed more as
Sunday on suspected guerrilla
another three weeks.
the
highly
successful
Apollo
15
concentrations near Chrum, 40 replacements for or additions to
By flying in' a polar orbit
landing mission. The Apollo 15
miles inside Cambodia, and older cars.
around the moon, astronau,ts
command ship's mapping
Since
the
several-year-old
car
could cover terrain never
reported killing 40 guerrillas.
before seen close up by man or
U.S. military sources, mean- may be less conspicuous, the
instruments. In the four weeks
American Institute continues, its fading
the
while, said
of manned and unmanned
Expeditionary Force in Viet- popularity offers the thief greater
security from attracting at- FRANKFORT. Ky. -For the presented to the National Zoo by of Forestry, mentioned that over flight, the entire moon surface
nam had been cut back below
in
Ken99
per
cent
of
all
fires
tention.
st several years, a search has the Secretary of Agriculture.
could be investigated, the
President Nixon's Dec. 1 goal
tucky are man-caused. He said
project's supporters claim.
been made to locate a suitable "Little Smokey" *will occupy a
of 184,000 men.
Bear, the cage next to Smokey at the zoo. everyone could take a lesson
Smokey
With
the
Christmas
to
A Saturn V booster for such a
holiday
successor
Nixon has set a maximum of
from Smokey by remembering venture already is available. So
season rapidly approaching, national symbol of forest fire
184,000 U.S. .troops by Dec. 1
his
favorite
slogan,
"Only
You
As the symbol of forest fire
is the Apollo Lander which
many thieves steal cars in the prevention. Although Smokey,
and a further cut of 45,000 men
would serve as an automated
last spring, is in prevention, Smokey Bear has Can Prevent Forest Fires."
21
hopes
of
turned
obtaining
additional
loot
who
139,000
troops
to a maximum, of
observatory They're part of
health the need become one of the best known
good
In
the
form
of
gifts.
reasonably
by Feb. 1. The high point of
the
''surplus- Apollo equipbeen
has
successor
America.
Smokey
figures
in
Thus,
the
Institute
suitable
warns
a
for
U.S. strength was 543,000 men
ment left over when three
appears regularly on radio and
shoppers never to leave packages recognized.
on April 15, 1969.
manned lunar landing missions
newspapers
and
exposed in vehicles, which could Smokey has been a resident of TV, in
UPI Correspondent Kate
National Zoo in Washington magazines, on posters and Federal state Market News were canceled.
offer
added
inducement
for
thefl.
Webb in Phnom Penh .repotted
Other Apollo extension
It also cautions shoppers to park D.C. since 1950, shortly after a countless other places. It has Service November 22, 1971
activity was relatively" quiet on
missions
are being considered,
National
Lincoln
been estimated that the Smokey Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
this cars in safe areas, and lock their forest fire on the
battlefields
orbital
Cambodian
saved Market Report includes 10 buying too. One is a lunar
program has
Mexico During Bear
at
all
times.
cars
New
in
Forest
Communists
but
morning
mission using an Apollo
all-out
that
billion
in
losses
an
America
$10
1970,
the summer of
stations
command ship but no obstaged a mortar attack at Bat
Now You Know
effort to locate a bear cub with a were prevented.
Receipts: Act. 2772 Est. 800 servatory.
Deng, a railroad town 17 miles
history" was undertaken, In discussing the Smokey Bear Barrows and Gilts steady to 25
Under study, too, are flights
northwest of Phnom Penh. No By United Press International "fire
search proved un- Program, Ron Schureman, cents higher S
N.
M.,
about
80
the
GRANTS,
but
.fisvs steady to 25 of Apollo command ships in
reported.
were
casualties
Director of the Kentucky Division cents higher.
miles west of Albuquerque, is successful.
earth orbit, the launch of a
known as the "uranium capital Last spring the Smokey Bear
second Skylab station and the
of the world:' because an Executive Committee asked Ray
rendezvous and docking of an
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., $19.25-19.50
Apollo command ship or a
estimated 70 per cent of the Bell, state forester of New
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 19.50-19.75
Soviet
a
with
Skylab
world's known uranium re- Mexico, to provide a cub from
200-240
lbs.,
18.75-19.25
US
24
For the first time this cenThe state Department of serves are located in the area. Smokey's home country. Ray
spacecraft The latter proposal
240-260
lbs.,
18.25-18.75
VS"
2-4
tury as many people are movRevenue is studying the effect of
lost momentum, however, after
was successful in locating a
ing out of California as are VS 34 260-280 lbs., 17.75-18.25
the homestead constitutional
the deaths of three Russian
FREE PUPPIES
young bear near Cludcroft in the
Sows
amendment approved by KenForest. The moving in.
cosmonauts when their Soyuz
1-2
270-350
lbs.,
15.25-16.00
US
Ten puppies, part Labrador Lincoln National
They
blame smog, growing
tucky voters Nov. 2.
craft sprung an oxygen leak
named - Little
US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.75-15.25
Retriever, are free to persons for young bear,
Revenue Commissioner J.E.
during a descent earthwaril
brought to unemployment, overcrowding,
be
will
Smokey,"'
pets. For further information
high taxes and the drug prob- US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 14.00-14.75
from space
Luckett said the department's
he will be lem
where
Washington
Boars 11.50-1300
call 753-2462.
for heading east.
legal staff is reviewing whether
the amendment is self-executing
or will require further legislation
by the 1972 General Assembly.
In essence, the amendment
provides that property belonging
to persons 65 years or older be
exempt from property tax for the
first $6500 of value.
Luckett said there are many
facets of the amendment still to
be explored.
In any event its enforcement
will require new forms to be filled
out for local taxing because of the
removal of certain properties
from the tax rolls.
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off funds for three additional
By FRANK MACOMBER
Apollo missions.
Military-Aerospace Writer
So now scientists want
Copley News Service
A new campaign to revive the Congress to compromise and
Apollo lunar exploration allow one or two unmanned
program in 1974 is snowballing Apollo adventures three years
among space scientists in and from now, after the manned
out of government and in the earth orbital flights of the U. S.
Skylab program are comU S. astronaut corps.
It might attract the support pleted. These call for one 28of some members of Congress, day and two 56-day missions
especially since the new around the earth, to find out
proposals don't involve the more about how well man can
costly effort of landing men on live and work in space for long
the moon's surface and the periods.
After Skylab will come a
equipment for unmanned lunar
orbital flights already is on the space hiatus until the late 1970s
shelf and paid for as part of the when the American space
$25.5 billion Apollo program. shuttle program is to put
Two more manned moon astronauts back in the saddle.
landings are scheduled for next
That's why scientists are
year - Apollo 16 in March and
beating the drums fir the 1974
17 in December That will be Apollo resumption program.
the end of manned journeys to More than 100 of them, meeting
the moon for the foreseeable at
the
recent
Lunar
future, since Congress chopped Geophysical Conference at

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Homestead Exemption
Effects Under Study

Westward movement
now heading east
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Mrs. Domus Parker of Murray
Route Five succumbed Sunday at
11:10 p.m. at the We.stview
Nursing Home. Her death at the
age of 77 followed an extended

Local Ch
Service •

TOO MANY COOKS SPOIL IT-Randy Shelton 20, and Dan
Thompson (50), of Calloway fight it out with a Carlisle player to
see who comes up with the ball on this rebound attempt.
Staff photo by David Hill

The deceased was the former
Effie Opal Yarbrough, born
November 19, 1894, to Thomas
Edwin Yarbrough and Etta Mae
Turnbow Yarbrough. Her
husband, Domus Parker, died
May 7, 1965. She was preceded in
death by three children, Miss
Hilda Mae Parker in 1923, Floyd
Parker in 1938, and Mrs. Jean
November 18, 1971
Rickman in 1959.
Funeral services for Mrs. Survivors are one daughter,
ADULTS 92
Celeste Jones are being held Mrs. Jimmy (Janice) Allbritten
today at two p.m. at the chapel of of 824 North 19th Street, Murray;
NURSERY 7_
the Max Churchill Funeral Home three sons, LK.(Bub) Parker of
with Rev. Thurman Penick of- Clarksville, Tenn., Edwin Parker
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
of Murray route Five, and Dan
Baby Girl Powell (Mrs. Karen ficiating.
Seven;
June Powell), Rt. 1, Hazel, 13aby Serving as pallbearers are Parker of Murrell Route
Warren
two
Lee
Jerry
Mrs.
sisters,
Nance,
Morris
Bynum,
Girl Kinsey (Mrs. Barbara Sue
Billy Mac Reeves, Larry Gene (Hope) Fox of 524 South 6th
Kinsey), Rt. 8, Benton.
Reeves, Charles Reeves, Ken- Street, Murray, and Mrs. James
neth Reeves, Shirley Nance, and E. (Pauline) White of Jackson
DISMISSALS
Tenn.; four brothers, Buford
Miss Vickie Karen McCuiston, Bob Nance.
Route
New Concord, Charles Glenn Interment will be in the Cuba Yarbrough of Murray
'Yarbrough
Cemetery
with
Five,
E.
the
John
Max
Churchill
St.,
Murray,
Clayton, 312 S. 8th
YarMrs. Elizabeth Dowdy, Rt. 3, Box Funeral Home in charge of the ,13altimore, Md., Chester
Avenue,
brough, Farmer
34, Murray,Joe Pat Farley, Rt. 4, arrangements.
Yarbrough
Murray, Bobby Gene Brandon, Mrs. Jones,. age 66, died Murray, and Carman
grandseven
Saturday
Texas;
at
of
El
Paso,
3:23
p.m.
at
the
Rt. 4, Murray, Jerry Fred
Kirkland, Rt. 1, Murray, Miss Mayfield Hospital. She was a ch1ldr0n.
resident of Farmington Route Funeral services will be held
Janice Hooks, 1623 Olive St.,
One,
Bell City community. She Tuesday at two p.m. at the chapel
Davis,
Murray,Mrs. Alyce Diane
was
born
May 16, 1905, in Webster of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Oxford Dr. Canterbury Estates,
County, Kentucky, and was the Home with Rev. -- Norman
Murray, Mrs. Delores Mary
daughter of the late David Culpepper of Jackson, Tenn.,
Bryant,Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Sarah
Newton Hale and Necie Elizabeth officiating.
Nell McNutt, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
White Hale.
Interment will be in the Old
Denise Paschall and Baby Girl,
Survivors are her husband, Toy Salem Cemetery with the
Carol
Mrs.
Farmington,
Rt. 1,
Jones of Farmington Route One; arrangements by the BlalockAnn Hogue and Baby Boy, Rt. 6, one
daugher, Mrs. Charles Coleman Funeral Home where
Mayfield, Mrs. Audie Bell
Townsend of Calhoun; one friends may call.
Benny
Murray,
Crouch, Rt. 4,,
stepson, Billy Jones of Chicago,
Osie West, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Ill.; three sisters,
Mrs. J.C.
EXERCISE BY ORDER
Mary Ermine Stewart, Rt. 4, Nance and Mrs. Buster
Bynum,
Gray
Beatrice
Everyone in thins Who is not
Miss
Murray,
both of Farmington Route One, sick must get up
at 6 every
Lewis, Rt. 7, Murray„ Stokely Bell City community,
and Mrs.
David Stewart (expired), Rt. 7, Dennis Reeves of Mayfield Route morning and do half an hour's
exercise to keep the nation fit,
Murray, Mrs. Fannie Pearl
Two; two grandchildren, Liss according to a report by Peking
Dickerson and Weaver Wilburn
and Jeannie Townpend of Radio.
Dickerson From Cony Div.) Calhoun.
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That's where you left your car.
That's also where you left your keys.
Your car is gone.
You're left with an empty parking space And an empty
feeling in your stomach.
It happens thousands of times a day. Last year over
900,000 cars were stolen. More than half were stolen by
kids under 18. And too many people made the thefts easy
by leaving theirAteys in the ignition.
This problem is growing every year. We, as new car
dealers, are concerned about the loss of property. And
We are even more concerned about the increasing num-

One

in

a

Seri" prospoted by the lodger

bers of kids who take a car. Just for the fun of it
So we are asking your help. Please remember-take
your keys when you leave your car. If your
keys aren't there, its far more likely that
your car will be.
MI11111111111
Dealers who display th,s seal subscribe to the NADA Code of
Business Practices Address your correspondence to Consumer,
Relations SerVice, 2000 'X" Street NW. Washmgton. DC 20008
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